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NEARLY 23 YEARS AGO, I STEPPED ONTO THE MAIN CAMPUS AT NORTHAMPTON
Community College. From a working-life point of view, I knew I’d never check the want ads
again. I never have. In my early 30s then, I had no college experience behind me. But, when the
first fall semester of my employment rolled around, I took advantage of one of our best benefits
– if a class has no waiting students, we are allowed to take courses without charge. All of which
led to a degree in liberal arts; and after graduation, I went on for a bachelor’s degree in English
from Moravian College.
And that brings me to this issue of Northampton Magazine, and our theme: Ask the Experts.
Which is why I bring up the subject of my education. Specifically, I never found anything in
the curriculum at Moravian, neither in English nor history, my other major discipline, tougher
than any course I had at Northampton. (I have no fear of sounding like an advertisement for my
employer in saying this, as dozens upon dozens of our alumni, whom I have had the pleasure of
interviewing for this publication, have readily supplied their own versions of this truth.)
Nor is that to say that my second alma mater was not challenging, it was. Moravian is a
fine school, and I am as proud of my association with it as I am of my alumni status with our
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own institution. Rather, I am seizing the moment to insert some honest
brag time for our faculty, since they are the true subjects of our theme. And
there I would say that Northampton’s experts are just that. They need no
endorsement from me, but I give it, without reservation. The folks quoted
here know of what they speak.
Some subjects are serious: helping children cope with divorce; some
more on the fun side: places to bike in the Lehigh Valley, or breaking 100 in
golf (though serious or fun is debatable on that one); some, like conquering
math anxiety, or cultivating emotional intelligence, are academic; and
things like starting a business can have a direct impact on your life.
Our experts are not the experts of today’s blogs, podcasts and talk
radio shows. They’re the real deal. But you knew that. Like me, your formal
education began here. And because I knew you knew that, I confess: bragging
on our College is only one reason I have written this issue’s editor’s page.
The other is to publicly, after these many years, take the opportunity to say
to our faculty, our experts on tips and on education, a simple, and heartfelt,
thank you. u
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Peggy Marinelli, Health & Wellness Center Director
Bill Bearse, Athletic Director
Dr. Manuel Gonzalez, Director, International Programs
John V. Lunsford, Director, Funeral Service Education Program
Sheri Bollinger, Fitness Center Director
Earl Page, Professor, History/Sociology
Frank Stanton, Counseling Professor
Dr. Charlie Rinehimer, Associate professor, Biology
Sharon Hendriksen, Director, Learning Center
Bina Patel, Assistant Professor of Early Childhood Education
Tom Frangicetto, Professor of Psychology
Donna Acerra, Associate Professor, Speech Communications
Marian Doyle, Associate Professor of Nursing
Dennis Ebersole, Mathematics Professor
Olga Conneen, Director of Library Services
Nancy Moreau, Associate Professor, Education
Dennis Danko, Adjunct Professor, Photography
Anthony Agbeh, Associate Professor of Hotel/Restaurant Management
Don Bray, Automotive Technology Director
Damian Righi, Media Services Manager
Tom Briggs, Network Manager
Elaine Schadler, Center for Adult Learning Program Manager
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This year, Northampton Community College
celebrates its 40th anniversary. Stay tuned
for exciting developments, opportunities,
partnerships and events.
www.northampton.edu/40
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Campus NEWS and Scuttlebutt

Marking A Milestone

40 TH ANNIVERSARY

TO SEE WHAT’S PLANNED, VISIT THE ANNIVERSARY PAGE AT NORTHAMPTON.EDU/40
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Wonderful Memories - Powerful Dreams

Join the Celebration
THE YEAR WAS 1967.
Thurgood Marshall was sworn in as the first black justice on the Supreme Court.
President Lyndon Baines Johnson faced constant criticism as casualties in Vietnam mounted.
The median annual household income was $7,143.
“A Man for All Seasons” claimed the Academy Award for best picture.
Green Bay won the Super Bowl.
St. Louis defeated the Boston Red Sox in the World Series.
The 76ers sewed up the NBA Championship. (It hasn’t happened since!)
Congress established the Public Broadcasting System (PBS).
The first issue of Rolling Stone magazine hit the newsstands.
Antony Hewish and Jocelyn Bell Burnell discovered pulsars.
The world bade goodbye to Langston Hughes and Woody Guthrie…
And hello to Northampton Community College.
■ A yearlong celebration of the 40th anniversary of NCC’s founding began in
January. The students kicked it off with a giant birthday cake. Other special events
will follow, including recognition of community leaders who have contributed to
NCC’s success and reunions of alumni who share special interests and experiences;
turn to page 37 for a full listing of 2007 alumni reunion events. u
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Campus Kudos

NCC nEWsMAkerS

AWARDS, AWARDS, AWARDS

Y

BOOK OF THE YEAR
Associate Professor of English
Javier Avila has been awarded
the Puerto Rico PEN Club
Book of the Year Award for his
volume of poetry, “La Simetria
del Tiempo” (The Symmetry of
Time), published by Terranova in
2005. “‘La Simetria del Tiempo’
is about loss, absence and the
tyranny of time,” the 32-year-old
author says. “It is also about the
way we look for things outside
ourselves that have always been
within us, such as curiosity,
freshness and innocence.”
The PEN Club is a worldwide
association of writers. In addition
to poetry, Javier has published
two novels. He writes poems in
Spanish and novels in English.
WHO’S WHO
Congratulations to the following
students who have been named
to Who’s Who in American
Junior Colleges based on their
academic accomplishments and
scholastic contributions: Emaan
Abadul-Majid, general studies;
Brian Chapman, engineering;
Catherine Dufresne, paralegal
studies; Philip K. George,
education; Diana Hernandez,
biological science; Nicole Kane,
education; Dina Kyriakopoulos,
criminal justice; Amanda Litsch,
business management; Maureen
McCarrick, criminal justice;
Elizabeth Purcell, chemical
technology; Catherine Rue,
education; and Cathy Marie
Socci, communication design.
GRADS EXCELS
NCC’s allied health grads
continue to excel on national
licensure exams. A report

recently released by the State
Board of Nursing shows that
98 percent of the graduates of
NCC’s licensed practical nursing
(LPN) program who sat for the
exam last year passed on the
first attempt – 10 percentage
points above the national
average and 7 percent above the
average for all LPN programs
in Pennsylvania. Graduates of
NCC’s registered nursing (RN)
program achieved a 94 percent
first-time pass rate, surpassing
the statewide average by 7
percent and the national average
by 6 percent. Dr. Susan Stadler,
director of the vet tech program,
reports that 100 percent of
the students in the veterinary
technician program who
graduated in August passed their
Veterinary Technician National
Board examination.
GRANT FUNDING
NCC has been awarded a
$713,025 grant to address
the regional need for skilled
technicians in the biotechnology
industry. The funding from the
United States Department of
Labor will enable the College
to provide short-term training
programs for adults interested
in entering this career field
and to expand the selection
of course offerings leading
to an associate’s degree in
biotechnology. Classes will
now be taught in Northampton
County as well as in Monroe
County. The “PETRI Project”
will also allow NCC to provide
dual enrollment courses for high
school students contemplating
careers in science-related fields,
to offer Act 48 professional

development programs to
educate teachers about new
career opportunities in the
sciences, and to create an
“electronic forum” to facilitate
communication between
educators and industry experts.
The application process for
grants provided through
President Bush’s CommunityBased Job Training initiative was
highly competitive. Out of more
than 400 proposals submitted
nationwide, NCC’s was one
of only three selected from
Pennsylvania.
NATIONAL HONOR ROLL
NCC has been named to the
President’s Higher Education
Community Service Honor
Roll “honoring colleges that
care.” The award recognizes
colleges and universities whose
students made meaningful
contributions to community
service during the 2005-2006
academic year. “Being on the
Honor Roll is an absolute honor,”
says Debra Bohr, NCC service
learning administrator. “It puts
NCC out there as an institution
that is community oriented.”
The response to Hurricane
Katrina in the fall of 2005 was
“outstanding,” Deb says, but
she notes that there are a
multitude of ways in which NCC
serves the community on an
ongoing basis, including service
opportunities connected to many
courses, monthly participation in
a community soup kitchen, food
and clothing drives, and support
of United Way projects.
ALUMNI E-NEWSLETTER
NCC’s alumni e-newsletter

garnered a silver award in
the “Accolades” competition
sponsored by District II of the
Council for Advancement and
Support of Education. District II
includes colleges, universities
and independent schools in
the Middle Atlantic states, the
District of Columbia, Ontario,
Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin
Islands. For a free subscription
to NCC’s e-newsletter, send your
name and e-mail address to
alumni@northampton.edu.
SILVER MEDALLION
Not to be outdone, NCC’s Web
site captured a silver medallion
in a competition sponsored
by the National Council for
Marketing and Public Relations.
Colleges and universities
from 11 states, five Canadian
provinces, Scotland and the
United Arab Emerates were
eligible to enter. NCC’s Web
site attracts close to half a
million visitors each year. The
site changes daily. Visit often at
www.northampton.edu.
HONORABLE MENTION
“Honorable mention” does bring
honor when the competition
includes magazines as well
known as the University of
Pittsburgh’s (winner of the gold
and bronze awards). The quality
of the writing in the magazine
you are reading at this moment
received an honorable mention
in the “Accolades” competition
described above. The award
recognized work by five authors:
Heidi Butler, Jim Johnson ’89,
Michael Nagel, Kristine Porter
’04, and Sandra Stahl. u
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Athletes Earn R-E-S-P-E-C-T

SPARTANS Rule!

#1 on the Mats
At the time the magazine went
to press, NCC’s wrestling team
was ranked #1 in the country
in the National Collegiate
Wrestling Association with a
team total of 641.95 points.
More than 100 colleges,
universities and prep schools
across the country belong to
this organization that oversees
intercollegiate competition
for schools that do not have
varsity wrestling programs.
The membership includes
community colleges, liberal
arts colleges and large research
universities.
Although NCC has only
had an intercollegiate wrestling
program for five years, the
College is fast becoming
known as a powerhouse in
this popular sport. In 2004,
the Spartans finished ninth
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in the NCWA National
Championship, and Bobby
Zuber earned the national
crown in the 149-pound
weight class.
This year, at press
time, seven NCC wrestlers
were listed among the top
25 wrestlers in the country,
including Maurice Williams
at 174 pounds, Jeff Rinker at
133 pounds, Cody Struening at
149 pounds, James Dipaulo at
165 pounds, Jeff Dorsey at 125
pounds Mario Giordano at 133
pounds, and Mike Fink at 235
pounds. Derek Belenger, Jan
Caprine, Maurice Cook, Josh
Hunsberger, Colin Hutchinson,
Tim Padilla, Dan Pelagio,
Anthony Stafford, Steve
Ward and Justin Weidner also
wrestle for the team.
The Spartan wrestlers are
coached by Mark Quagliato

and assistant coaches Rocco
Fraccica and Gene Smith.

Comeback Kids
After a shaky start, NCC’s
men’s soccer team won six
straight matches at the end of
their fall season, outscoring
opponents 26-9. They went
on to defeat Delaware County
Community College 3-2 in
one of the windiest Eastern
Pennsylvania Collegiate
Conference tournaments
ever, and then to vanquish
Community College of
Philadelphia 7-4 to bring
home their first state title
since 1982. Offensive play in
the midfield by Nick Christof
and Marc Iannazzo, strong
defense by Mike Meehan,
Kensei Ikeda, Eric Lieberman,
and TJ Sobetsky, solid goal
keeping by Karch Price, a

hat trick by Marc Azar, and
additional scores by Jonathan
Bedoya, Lenny Rerny and
Jason Silva clinched the
victory. Other members of
the state championship team
were Eric Bergstrom, Amanda
Fulcomer, Jared Hofer, Kenta
Ishimori, Tony Kasal, Leo
Maletin, Karch Price, Mark
Pugliesi and Yusuke Totsuka.
Amanda’s dad, Dave, played
on the team the last time the
Spartans brought home a state
championship. The team’s
performance earned Coach
Ed Csongradi “Coach of the
Year” honors in the Eastern
Pennsylvania Collegiate
Conference. Ed was assisted
by Scott Stenger.

Tiger &
Company
Zach Fischl had only been at

PHOTOS BY RANDY MONCEAUX

Tribute To A Teacher And A Coach

Northampton Community
College for two months
when he broke a record
for low score in a golf
tournament that has been
going strong for 30 years. In
the two rounds of the PCAA
(Pennsylvania Collegiate
Athletic Association) state
championship, the freshman
finished four strokes ahead
of the next closest golfer,
and set a tournament record
of 145. Fischl was one of
five NCC golfers to qualify
for the championship match
played at Iron Forge course
at Penn National Golf Club
Inn & Resort in Fayetteville,
a venue rated among the
“Top 10 Best Courses in the
Mid-Atlantic Region” by
Washington Golf Monthly
magazine. The others
were Chris Burcin, Mark
Gabrielli, Kevin Muldowney
and Craig Paukovitch. The
team is coached by NCC’s
athletic director, Bill Bearse.

Eye on the
Ball...and
a National
Record, Too
In the annals of college
sports history, the 92-game
winning streak compiled by
the women’s soccer team
from the University of North
Carolina between Oct. 12,
1990 and Sept. 30, 1994,
seems unlikely to be broken.
Ditto for the second longest
record: 88 straight victories
racked up by the UCLA
Bruins between 1971 and
1974 under legendary coach
John Wooden. But the Lady
Spartans are gaining on them!
Not only do the

members of NCC’s women’s
softball team own back-toback state championships,
they have put together 78
consecutive wins since April
of 2004, bringing the national
record within reach this
spring. “We don’t want to
get ahead of ourselves” says
Coach Sam Carrodo. “We’re
going to try not to concentrate
on the streak. If it happens,
it happens. We’ll take it one
game at a time, but we think
we’ve got a shot at it.”
The Lady Spartans will
open their regular season at
home with a game against
Salem Community College
at noon on (as luck would
have it) St. Patrick’s Day, but
first they are going to Disney
World. There they will play
teams from two- and fouryear colleges, including
members of the NCAA
(National Collegiate Athletic
Association) and the NAIA
(National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics).
The Lady Spartans
like stiff competition. Their
78-game winning streak
includes victories over state
championship teams from
Illinois, Iowa, Massachusetts
and Ohio, and two wins over
the defending National Junior
College Athletic Association
champions from Brookdale
Community College in New
Jersey. u

Ed Csongradi, NCC Soccer Coach

The End of an Era
WHEN THE NCC SOCCER PLAYERS TOOK THE FIELD ON
Nov. 4 to play for the state championship, they were the only
ones who knew that win or lose, this would be the last game
they would play for their coach.
After a frustrating loss earlier in the season, Ed Csongradi
confided in the team that he had planned to retire a year earlier
so he could spend more time helping his grandchildren learn the
game. He had decided to stay on for one more season because
of the promise he saw in this year’s squad.
It wasn’t the defeat that bothered Ed. It was the fact that
players had beaten themselves by losing focus after a bad call.
They didn’t let it happen again.
Coach is another word for teacher. Ed’s skills — as
a player, as a coach, as a league manager, and as a referee
— are legendary in the Lehigh Valley. He learned the game in
Hungary and brought his passion for the sport with him when
he immigrated to Canada and then to the United States after the
Hungarian Revolution failed to wrest his homeland from Soviet
control in 1956.
Here he helped to start a youth soccer league. He also
was a mover and shaker behind the establishment of a summer
league for adults and high school players and in bringing a
professional soccer team to the Lehigh Valley.
An engineer by profession, Ed began teaching computeraided design at NCC in the late 1990s. Soon after he arrived on
campus, he revived a soccer program that had been dormant
for several years, amassing a record of 70-44-5 and winning
“Coach of the Year” honors twice in six seasons.
“He is a guru of soccer,” says NCC’s athletic director, Bill
Bearse. “And very disciplined.”
“We wanted to win the state championship for Coach,”
says TJ Sobetsky, a player whose brother George also competed
for NCC. “He always pushed us to do our best.” u
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What’s Cooking On The Southside

Wachovia Proud! Lots of members of the Wachovia family joined the NCC family to celebrate the naming of the fifth floor of NCC’s Fowler
Family Center in honor of building strong and vibrant communities. (left to right) Ralph Richard, Mike Gigler, Molly Fleming, Larry Johnson,
Dave Kepler, Ann Gill, Tom Zajac, Sue DeWalt, Don Huggins, Laura Haffner, Ron Schantz, and Gil Stauffer.

Ingredients
FOR SUCCESS
A CROWD OF COMMUNITY
leaders, college supporters
and friends turned out to
honor Frank Banko and the
Wachovia Foundation this
fall when lounges in NCC’s
Fowler Family Southside
Center were named in their
honor.
Pointing out the window,
Frank Banko, a Bethlehem
native, businessman and
philanthropist, told the
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audience, “I was born and
raised on this hill here. I had to
do this for the children, for the
kids who come to school here.
I’m a Bethlehem boy, and I
want to see it grow.”
Representing Wachovia
at the event was Senior Vice
President and Commercial
Banking Director for Northeast
Pennsylvania Dave Kepler.
Dave said the Wachovia
Foundation’s primary focus

is education and community
development, both of which
are served in the Southside
Center. “Our investment
is wise. The Southside is
blossoming, as it should.”
The two new lounges
were simultaneously unveiled,
with Banko doing the honors
on the fourth floor, and Kepler
on the fifth. The audience
was able to see the fourth
floor unveiling “live,” while

watching the fifth floor
unveiling via closed-circuit
projection TV.
Northampton’s president,
Dr. Arthur Scott, thanked the
honorees for recognizing the
importance of what goes on in
the Southside Center. Criminal
justice major Itsamarie Ramos
expressed it well when she
said, “You’re opening doors to
our future.” u
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Stirring The Pot

coMMUnity

(left to right) State Representative Steve Samuelson, State Senator Lisa Boscola, Bethlehem Mayor John Callahan, NCC President
Arthur Scott and Governor Ed Rendell have worked together to bring critical resources to the Southside.

The Governor Comes To Town
MORE THAN 1,400
students have taken classes
or participated in educational
programs in the former plant
headquarters for Bethlehem
Steel since the College
purchased the building
two years ago and began
converting it into a center
for education, work force
development and the arts.
The initiative got a
significant boost in December
when Pennsylvania Governor
Ed Rendell confirmed that the
state will invest $5 million
in the project through the
Redevelopment Assistance
Capital Program – grants that
State Senator Lisa Boscola
and State Representative
Craig Dally and former State
representative TJ Rooney

worked hard to help secure.
“This facility is expected to
play a critical role in training
workers for the 20,000-plus
jobs expected to be created
in this area over the next 10
years,” Rendell proclaimed,
noting that Bethlehem is
“poised to capitalize on rapidly
advancing industries like health
care and biomedical research
and commercialization.”
The Southside initiative
has also attracted more than $4
million in private support. Linny
Fowler and her family were
among the first to recognize
the difference the Center could
make in the lives of families
on the Southside and in the
preservation of its history. The
building is named in their honor.
Several other donors

whose generosity propelled
the start up were lauded this
fall. The fifth floor was named
for two couples who have
been champions of education
for many years, and student
lounges were dedicated in
honor of an individual and a
foundation who have taken a
special interest in the Center’s
potential to serve as a catalyst
for economic development
on the Southside. (See
accompanying articles.)
This winter, an elevator
was installed on the outside
of the building to transport
work crews and supplies to the
upper level without disrupting
classes on the lower floors so
that the work force training
center under construction on
the sixth floor can be ready for

occupancy by fall.
Meanwhile, the Center
continues to attract new visitors
each week for classes, art
exhibits, meetings, and even
for cooking demonstrations. In
January, Bethlehem Mayor John
Callahan and his mother-in-law,
Bianca Villani, appeared as
“celebrity chefs” in the sparkling
new demonstration kitchen,
with John fetching ingredients
as Bianca prepared authentic
specialties from southern
Italy. The popular series will
also feature professional
chefs Natalie Miller, owner of
Looper’s Grille & Bar, and Billy
Kounoupis, owner of Billy’s
Downtown Diner.
It’s all part of the savory
broth simmering on the
Southside. u
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Investing In Students

NCC HONORS Advocates of

EDUCATION

(left to right) Inez and Ed Donley and Hap and Marcia Wagner have used their positions and their personal
resources to ensure that others reap the benefits of a first-rate education.
ED DONLEY BELIEVES
education holds the key to
the future – for individuals,
and for our country. And he
believes Community College
alumni are educated in such
a way that they make a major
contribution to our economy.
Donley is not a man to speak
bold words without backing
them up. Both he and his
wife, Inez, have been lifelong
advocates of education.
What better way for Ed
and Inez Donley to spend time
on such an important day as
their 60th wedding anniversary
than attending a dedication at
the Fowler Family Southside
Center, NCC’s newest
outreach to educating our
community? At that ceremony,
the fifth floor of the building
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was named partly in their
honor, and partly in honor of
Hap and Marcia Wagner.
The two couples have a
lot in common. Both men are
retired CEOs of Air Products
and Chemicals. Both women
took volunteer work as
seriously as any paid position.
All four have been generous
and enthusiastic supporters of
NCC for many years.
At the naming ceremony,
NCC’s dean of community
education, Dr. Paul Pierpoint,
thanked the Donleys and
the Wagners for helping the
College realize the dream
of opening a Center on
Bethlehem’s Southside. He
noted that in the (then) 20
months since the College
purchased the former plant

headquarters for Bethlehem
Steel, it had already served
more than 1,400 individuals,
including college students,
adult literacy students, job
seekers, business leaders,
artists, teachers and child care
providers.
The Donley/Wagner floor
houses classrooms, dance
studios, offices and a kitchen
for cooking demonstrations.
It boasts a breathtaking view
of rooftops, church spires
and tree tops as well as the
sprawling complex that was
once “The Steel.”
Against that backdrop,
Bethlehem’s mayor, John
Callahan, noted that the
Fowler Family Southside
Center is “making a difference
in people’s lives already” and

in transforming our entire
community. Culinary student
Ismari Valentin described the
building as an exciting place
to be, noting it was great to be
able to study close to home
and friends. Community leader
Jack Bradt lauded the Donley
family for their warmth and
care for the community, saying
“The Donley family is a major
factor in a lot of the good
things that have happened in
this community.”
NCC’s president, Dr.
Arthur Scott, praised the
Wagners for support that has
continued even through the
couple’s move to California.
The Wagners and the Donleys
will be welcome guests on
the Donley/Wagner floor any
time! u
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Mark Your Calendar

hAppeNiNGs

Speakers
Art *
Now thru March 30
Paintings & Collages
by Roy Fowler
Artist’s Reception:
March 8, 11 a.m.
April 12
Kraus Drawing Exhibition
Awards Ceremony: 11 a.m.
April 27-May 31
Exhibition by NCC
Fine Arts Students

April 3
Cohen Lecture by one of
the “Lost Boys of Sudan”
Main Campus,
Lipkin Theatre, 11 a.m.
April 10 & 11
Straight Answers to
Gay Questions
Main Campus, David A.
Reed Community Room,
April 10, 11 a.m.
Monroe Campus,
Community Room,
April 11, 12:15 p.m.

June 11-July 19
Art as a Way of
Learning Exhibition
Opening Reception:
June 12, 5-7 p.m.
* All exhibits will be held
on the Main Campus in
Communications Hall

Theatre
&
Film**
March 20-25
A Lesson Before Dying
Main Campus & Monroe
April 4
Dispatches from
Rebel Mexico
Followed by a discussion
led by director Greg
Berger. Main Campus,
College Center,
Room 190, 7 p.m.
April 13-21
A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Forum
Main Campus,
Lipkin Theatre

April 17
Reading by W.D.
Snodgrass, winner of the
Pulitzer Prize
Main Campus, David A.
Reed Community Room,
11 a.m.

Fine Dining
March 26 & 27
Chef-in-Residence:
David Cunningham,
Executive Chef, Old
Original Bookbinder’s
Cooking Demonstration,
Main Campus, Lipkin
Theatre, March 26, 6 p.m.
Gourmet Dinner, Main
Campus, Hampton Winds,
March 27, 6 p.m.
April 20
White House Dinner
Main Campus, Hampton
Winds, 6 p.m.

Fun

For Future
College
Students
March 31
Open House
Monroe Campus,
10 a.m.-noon

Tours
of Main
Campus
Allied Health
Majors – March 27,
April 19, May 8
Business & Technology
Majors – April 5 & 24
Humanities & Social
Science Majors – March
22, April 10, May 3
Call the Admissions Office
for times: 610-861-5500

May 6
Springfest
Main Campus, rain or
shine, Noon-5 p.m.

March 21
Eliminating
Institutional Racism
Main Campus,
Spartan Center
8 a.m.-noon

Ceremonies &
Celebrations
April 26
Awards Convocation
Main Campus, Lipkin
Theatre, 3:30 p.m.
May 24
Commencement
Main Campus, Spartan
Center, 6:30 p.m.

March 10
Spring Craft Fair
Main Campus, Spartan
Center, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Alumni
Events

May 3
Cinco de Mayo
Celebration
Main Campus, David A.
Reed Community Room,
11 a.m.
April 19
Earth Day Observance
featuring the leader of the
expedition that removed
5,000+ pounds of trash
from Mt. Everest
Main Campus, Lipkin
Theatre, 11 a.m.

Lear
Symposium

For a full listing of 2007
Alumni Reunion events,
see page 37.

March 24
Youth Chess Tournament
Main Campus, College
Center, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

** For show times, go to
www.northampton.edu
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Lifestyle
POLITICS
QUIT SMOKING
GOLF
TRAVEL
DEATH
EXERCISE
BIKING
BREAK ADDICTION
DOGS
STUDY SKILLS
KINDERGARTEN
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
PUBLIC SPEAKING
DIVORCE
MATH ANXIETY
LIBRARIES

Smart Shopper
DIGITAL CAMERAS
DINING
CARS
TVs
ONLINE SECURITY
WINE

Business & Career
START-UP
CAREER
ETIQUETTE
CO-WORKERS
COMMUNICATION

WE ASKED
the EXPERTS
Here’s what they had to say

When It Comes to Politics,
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
Expert Source: Dr. Vasiliki Anastasakos, Assistant Professor, Political Science
Many Americans do not find politics interesting or important. When polled, we generally list
our jobs, our families, our health and other personal matters as our priorities. I would argue
that it is precisely these areas that are impacted routinely by politics. Ignorance is not bliss,
but with all the demands on our time, how can we possibly keep track of what’s going on in
the halls of Congress let alone in our local communities?
After we are done blaming our hectic lifestyle, the media, the educational system, our
parents, bad government, corrupt politicians, and our consumer-driven society for our apathy
or lack of political knowledge, there is a solution. I call it the “Four Easy Steps to Fabulous
Political Acumen.”
STEP ONE: Either unplug your TV or use it sparingly and wisely. Stay away from commercial channels and switch instead to public television. PBS offers in-depth news coverage
and analysis with programming such as The NewsHour with Jim Lehrer, Frontline, NOW,
and P.O.V. Also, turn to C-SPAN for live news coverage of deliberations in Congress or even
the British Parliament.
STEP TWO: Tune in daily to your local National Public Radio (NPR) station on your
way to work, shopping or while you are at the gym. Morning Edition, Here and Now and
Fresh Air are only a few of the excellent, commercial-free programs that can keep you “in
the know.”
STEP THREE: Skim daily the cover page of a major newspaper like The New York Times,
The Washington Post or The Christian Science Monitor. If you don’t have much time to read,
watch Friday night’s PBS show Washington Week to hear the week’s news analysis with a
roundtable of seasoned journalists.
STEP FOUR: Become a regular and savvy user of the Internet. It has transformed American politics in terms of fund raising, mobilizing supporters and spreading information. In the
hands of the information-literate user, the Web can become a powerful tool. For example:
■ Before elections, use Web sites like politics1.com, votesmart.org and congress.org for
information on all aspects of elections, candidates and issues.
■ Log on to political blogs, those Web-based diaries of political pundits such as
commondreams.org, truthout.org and instapundit.com for constantly updated commentary from a variety of ideological perspectives on any issue under the sun.
■ Get the latest news delivered to your virtual doorstep for free! Select two or three dependable Web sites covering issues you are passionate about (human rights, women’s
rights, gay rights, the environment, etc.) and register online to receive their periodic
e-mail alerts.

When it comes to politics, remember:
WHAT WE DON’T KNOW CAN HURT US!
In addition to teaching at both the Main and Monroe campuses, advising NCC’s Political
Science Club, and leading exchange programs that enable NCC students to experience other
cultures, Dr. Vasiliki Anastasakos is a wife and a mother with a long commute. Politics is still
a priority for her. Her parents immigrated to the United States from Greece when she was
17 years old, having experienced firsthand life under a military dictatorship that controlled
Greece from 1967-1974.
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tives, or to discuss prescription medications.
STEP 3: ENLIST THE HELP OF FAMILY,
FRIENDS AND CO-WORKERS.

Ask for their help and support. Having
people close to you to talk to, tolerate your
mood changes, and believe that you can
succeed can make all the difference. They
do not have to police you, only be there for
encouragement.
STEP 4: CHANGE THE WAY YOU THINK.

trashhowthe
ashtray
to quit smoking
Expert Source: Peggy Marinelli, Health & Wellness Center Director

PEGGY MARINELLI, RN, BSN, DIRECTOR OF

NCC’s Health and Wellness Center is the
perfect person to help people end cigarette addiction. “I smoked for 20 years,”
she says. “I quit 15 years ago, and it was
the hardest thing I’ve ever done in my
life. And I’ve given birth to two children,
naturally.”
Marinelli is the facilitator of the
College’s QuitSmart TM Smoking Cessation
Program. Having managed to kick the nicotine habit herself, she can truthfully say,
“When I counsel people, I understand 100
percent what they are going through.”
There are three demons people need to
battle when they quit smoking: addiction,
habit (someone who has smoked a pack a
day for 20 years has taken over a million
puffs!), and emotional dependency. “People
think of cigarettes as their friends,” Marinelli says. “They are always there, whether
12
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you are happy, sad, angry or in social situations. It’s hard to change that.”
HERE ARE SIX STEPS TO CONSIDER THAT
JUST MAY HELP YOU FINALLY QUIT:
STEP 1: FIND SUPPORT.

On the Main Campus, NCC offers the
QuitSmart TM Smoking Cessation Program.
Grant funding through the Bethlehem Health
Bureau enables Marinelli to offer support to
students, faculty and staff at no charge. The
state of Pennsylvania also has a free Quitline
at (877) 724-1090.
STEP 2: LEARN ABOUT NICOTINE
REPLACEMENT OPTIONS.

The patch seems to be the most
popular option, but you can find gums and
lozenges, all sold over the counter. Available by prescription only are a nicotine
nasal spray and a nicotine inhaler. Consult
a doctor to learn more about these alterna-

■ Misconception: If I quit smoking, I’ll
gain weight.
■ Truth: You might put on about five
pounds when you stop smoking due to the
metabolic changes occurring in your body.
To negate the health benefits of quitting, you
would have to gain more than 100 pounds!
■ Misconception: If I quit smoking, the
cravings won’t stop.
■ Truth: The average urge for a cigarette lasts for 5-7 minutes. The feeling will
go away. It will come back, but knowing
you’ve only got to hold out for a few minutes
is a big help.
■ Misconception: It’s not a good time
for me to quit.
■ Truth: There will always be stress in
your life, and smoking a cigarette doesn’t
change that.
■ Misconception: The damage to my
body is already done.
■ Truth: No matter how long you have
smoked or how old you are, your body can
still reap the benefits from quitting. Twenty
minutes after your last cigarette, your
blood pressure and pulse rate drop. After
eight hours the carbon monoxide level in
your blood drops while the oxygen level
increases. After 24 hours, your chance of a
heart attack decreases! As time goes on, the
benefits keep on coming, including reduced
risk of coronary heart disease and cancer.
Eventually, your body will heal itself to the
point that your risk for these diseases will
be the same as a non-smoker.

STEP 5: STOP AND SMELL THE ROSES.

Try relaxation techniques. Learn to take
deep, calming breaths. Reward yourself for
accomplishing even the smallest goals.
STEP 6: IF AT FIRST YOU DON’T
SUCCEED, TRY, TRY, AGAIN.

Don’t give up. It often takes a smoker
several attempts at quitting to quit permanently.
ILLUSTRATION BY DOUG BOEHM

TRAVEL
BREAK 100 INTERNATIONAL
Tripping the Globe Fantastic
Expert Source: Bill Bearse,
Athletic Director

The United States Golf Association estimates
that more than 28 million people currently play
golf. Yet, of this number, 40 percent never break
100. We asked NCC Athletic Director and longtime golf coach Bill Bearse for his top five tips to
break 100 in golf. Here’s what he had to say:

1 INVEST IN NEW EQUIPMENT.
Technology changes every two to three years.
Your clubs should change with it. Minimally,
replace your driver and “specialty club (your
go-to club)” when there are new technological
advances in club construction.
2 REVIEW YOUR BASICS: GRIP, STANCE
AND ALIGNMENT.
If you’re facing an important shot, go back to
basics. Check your grip: For a strong grip, you
should see two knuckles on your left hand.
Focus on your stance: Is the ball being played
inside the heel of your front foot? Are your
knees relaxed? Is your posture good? Finally, be
conscious of your alignment. Lay a club down
on your foot line and step behind to determine
whether you are properly aligned.
3 WORK ON YOUR TEMPO.
Your swing should be smooth and fluid. Don’t
try to kill the ball. Trust your club to do the work
for you. Swing within your ability and remember
to follow through.
4 HAVE CONFIDENCE IN YOUR PUTTER.
Find a putter you really like and stick with it.
Keep your eyes over the back of the ball, and
keep your putter low and perpendicular to your
line.
5 LEARN TO USE YOUR SAND WEDGE.
The sand wedge is a valuable club not only from
the bunker, but also on grass from about 30
yards in. Devote practice time to mastering your
sand wedge.
Finally, Coach Bearse, who has coached
the Spartan golf team to seven league, six tournament and four state titles, advises golfers
to be optimistic and never give up. Golf, after
all, is a game that demands time, patience and
persistence.

Expert Source: Dr. Manuel Gonzalez, Associate Dean,
Adult Literacy/Director, International Programs
Whether staff members are planning a European honeymoon or jet setting around the
globe for the vacation of a lifetime, chances are they’ve called Manny Gonzalez with
a question or two. Dr. Gonzalez, who works as the associate dean of adult literacy and
the director of international programs, has more stamps on his passport than you could
count. He’s a passionate advocate for travel, and has taken students and staff members on
trips to promote business and educational
relationships with partner businesses and
colleges around the world. He shares his
top tips below:
Q) WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL?
A) The benefits of foreign travel are

numerous. Some include:
■ Making friends from many different cultures and countries. Remember
that only a generation or two ago, people
rarely ventured beyond their home states,
but now, as the planet shrinks at an unprecedented pace, large numbers of people
travel all over the world with increasing
frequency for both work and pleasure.
■ Increasing career opportunities. As
the globe continues to shrink, international business opportunities have multiplied.
■ Expanding your horizons. Traveling abroad will increase your independence and
self-awareness. Having to survive in a completely new environment will teach you things
about yourself you never expected.
Q) HOW CAN PEOPLE GET THE MOST OUT OF AN INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL EXPERIENCE?
A) Go to only one place and spend some time in the same city/town and get to know

the daily routines of people and places. When you go on those whirlwind trips that go to 16
countries in 17 days, you can never get a true understanding of the people and places you
have visited. Once you see about three or four cathedrals, they all seem the same.
Q) WHAT ARE A FEW OF YOUR FAVORITE TRIED AND TRUE TIPS TO MAKE TRAVEL EASIER?
A) 1 Pack light. All Americans overpack and then get stuck dragging a heavy suit-

case around.
2 Never leave home without an antibiotic, Imodium, aspirin etc. (especially when
traveling in Second and Third World countries.
3 Read up on the country you are going to visit before you get on the plane ... review
things like how to greet people, tipping, basic phrases like “hello” and “thank you” in the
native language are essential to know.
4 Always keep your passport in your room locked up.
5 In Rome, do as the Romans!
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a death in the FAMiLY
Expert Source: John V. Lunsford, Director, Funeral Service Education Program

When a death occurs, families are faced with many decisions. It is wise to consider the issues associated
with death beforehand. Most devastating are situations of sudden death such as a heart attack, an auto
accident or the death of a child. Often, in times like these, families rely on close friends, clergy and funeral
professionals to guide them through the decision-making process.
DEATH IN A HOSPITAL, NURSING
HOME OR HOSPICE

The family designates a funeral director
who will take charge of transferring the body
and making funeral arrangements. Nursing
homes and hospices often request that a family’s preference of a funeral director be identified
upon the admission of the patient. The institution will call the funeral director on behalf of
the family.
DEATH OCCURRING IN THE HOME

The police should be notified immediately. They, with the help of the coroner,
will determine if an investigation is necessary. Usually, if the person has been under the
recent care of a physician, or is in in-home
hospice, no investigation is necessary, and the
14
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remains will be released to the funeral director. The authorities may take possession of the
body until a cause of death can be determined.
An autopsy may be necessary. In either case,
the family will be directed to call the funeral
director, or the authorities may call on their
behalf.
NOTIFYING FAMILY, FRIENDS AND CLERGY

Call immediate family members first:
children, parents, grandparents and siblings
of the deceased. Although it may be difficult, telling others of a death is therapeutic.
Saying aloud that a loved one has died is
a confirmation of the death – an important
step in the grieving process. Of course, it
is not necessary or practical to notify every
family member and friend. News of a death

travels quickly. The immediate family may
rely on others at this time to make sure everyone is notified.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Funeral directors are there to help families through a very difficult time. Through
discussions with the family, based on information shared about their wishes and details
about their loved one, funeral directors are
able to offer guidance and help coordinate
a very personal tribute that honors the life
of the deceased. They can guide families
through planning the service; complete necessary paperwork; and coordinate with the
doctor, minister, florists, newspapers, cemetery and others to make the funeral experience as seamless as possible.

So You Want to be an

EXECUTOR!?
Our expert advice on “A Death in the Family” is
pretty conclusive on what to do when the inevitable happens to a loved one. But we thought
you might also benefit from a tip or two on what
to consider in choosing an executor (a person
previously named by the deceased to carry out
the terms of a will); and/or what to consider if
you are asked to be one.
WHEN CONSIDERING WHO TO CARRY OUT
YOUR FINAL DUTIES, REMEMBER:
■ A level-headed family friend, or a
lawyer is best. Don't, for example, name a
pair of sisters known to squabble; achieving
a peaceful winding up of your affairs is good
for those who survive you, and for the sake of
your memory as well.
■ The law places restrictions on who
may serve as executor: they must be a U.S.
citizen, a competent adult, and have no record
of a felony conviction. And think local; there
are various regulations on executors living in
another state.
■ Although it rarely is a motivating
factor, executors are paid for their work.
■ It is wise, and courteous, to ask the
person, not merely write them in on your will
– they deserve the opportunity to decline. An
executor can also change his/her mind, even
after you've died; it's prudent to name at least
one alternate.

AND IF YOU’VE BEEN ASKED TO SERVE AS
AN EXECUTOR, YOUR DUTIES MAY INCLUDE:
■ Most important: locating the de-

ceased's most current, valid will.
■ Determining whether probate proceedings (proving a will authentic) are required. During probate, the executor manages
the affairs of the estate.
■ Filing a final income tax return; check
out the IRS Web site at www.irs.gov
■ Tidying the deceased’s affairs; health
care providers, banks, Social Security, Veterans Administration, and others need to be
informed.
■ Securing multiple certified copies of

the death certificate for various uses.
■ Ensure that beneficiaries receive all
assets left to them in the will.
This is not a complete, nor official listing
of an executor’s duties; but we thank the folks
at GotTrouble.com, an immediate access site to
PHOTOS
BY PHILIP
vital information
andSTEIN
resources.

TISSUE AND ORGAN DONATION

Many lives are enriched and some
saved by the generosity of families who
choose to permit the harvesting of their
loved one’s precious tissue and organs. The
gift may be limited to corneas to multiple
organs such as the liver, kidneys, heart and
lungs. Some individuals bequeath their
entire body to further medical research. It
is the family’s choice as to what will be
donated.
IS A FUNERAL NECESSARY?

A funeral is often as a celebration of
life, a comfort for the living and a time for
the community to offer its support to the bereaved. For most, a funeral is a very meaningful experience, especially those closely
and emotionally related to the decedent.
To a limited few, a funeral would serve
no purpose. Differing cultures, lifestyles
and social behaviors dictate the need for a
variety of options for final disposition and
funeral arrangements.
VIEWING HUMAN REMAINS

During the visitation, friends call upon
the family, usually in the funeral home or
church. The significance of viewing remains
is felt strongest among the closest family and
friends and provides a visual verification of
the death. Families may limit the viewing according to their preferences. Sometimes the
viewing is private, or the time of it may be
limited to the evening before, or just prior to
the funeral.
NECESSARY INFORMATION

A lot of information is needed to complete funeral arrangements. It is a good
idea for the family to put together a loose
biography of their loved one before meeting
with the funeral director. This will be the
foundation for the obituary that the director will submit to the newspapers. It will
also help the funeral director complete the
death certificate. The information needed
will include the decedent’s social security
number, date of birth and death, parents
(including mother’s maiden name), occupational history, levels of education obtained,
fraternal and religious affiliations, and surviving relatives. Families may include as
much personal information as they wish.
Newspapers charge for the obituary, and the
cost varies according to length, and whether
a picture will be included.
Perhaps no other moment in the funeral

experience is as powerful as the final disposition, either burial or cremation. For the
survivors, this is a strong symbolic moment
that serves as confirmation that they must
let go of the person who died and look
ahead to changed lives. For this reason, it
is important that families choose the kind of
final disposition most meaningful to them
and most appropriate for the deceased.
CEMETERIES

Cemeteries may be owned by municipalities, religious groups or private organizations and may have requirements about
the type of outer burial container that may
be necessary. Cemetery property or “plots”
are usually selected beforehand; however,
if a family does not own cemetery property at the time of death, the funeral director will assist them in purchasing it.
The director may also assist the family
in selecting a suitable headstone or grave
marker. As with funeral services, the costs
for cemetery lots, goods and services can
vary widely.
HOW MUCH DOES A FUNERAL COST?

The traditional funeral including services,
merchandise and cash advances averages over
$8,000. The average cost of a cremation with
a memorial service is around $3,000. Costs of
funerals may vary widely. Speak with funeral
directors in your area regarding costs.
Funeral directors will provide a copy of
their price list. The list shows what options
are available and how much each option
costs. Funeral homes will also tell you prices
over the telephone. Many funeral homes will
mail their price lists to you. If desired, funeral
arrangements may be pre-planned with or
without paying in advance. After making
selections, the funeral director will provide
a written statement showing the total cost
and a breakdown of each good or service
purchased. The public should be informed
consumers and should not be reluctant to ask
questions.
WHAT IF THERE IS NO MONEY FOR
FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS?

There are limited funds available
through a few resources. Social Security currently provides $255 to a surviving spouse.
Individual counties may provide veterans
a burial and grave marker benefit. The Department of Public Welfare provides limited
burial assistance. Other resources include
churches and charitable organizations.
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kick fat,

SHAPE UP, stay that way
Expert Source: Sheri Bollinger, Fitness Center Director

TOP AMONG JUST ABOUT EVERYBODY’S NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS EACH YEAR ARE THESE TWO: LOSE WEIGHT AND GET IN SHAPE . However,
in spite of people’s best intentions, by mid-February most have given up trying to do either. NCC’s Fitness Center Director Sheri Bollinger shares these tips
for getting in shape and increasing the likelihood that you’ll stick with the fitness program you’ve begun.
A former personal trainer for Gold’s and World gyms, Sheri holds a bachelor’s and master’s degree in exercise science. Her more than 10 years of
experience in the fitness industry has lead her to the following conclusions.

1 Pick an activity you enjoy
rather than choosing one just
because it burns a lot of calories.
If you don’t like to walk, you’re
not likely to stick with a program
built around a treadmill.
2 If you are able, exercise
in the morning. Studies show
that people who exercise in the
morning are more likely to stick
with it because there are fewer
interruptions. If you’re not a
morning person, ultimately you
need to find a time of day that
works for you during which inter-

ruptions will be at a minimum.
3 Recruit a friend or buddy to
exercise with you. If you can’t interest someone in joining you, establish a support system of people
who know what you’re attempting
so that they can encourage you
along the way.

4 Start off slow. It took
months, even years, to gain the
weight or get out of shape. Don’t
expect to resolve all that the first
week.
5 Set realistic goals. Think
one year from now – where do

you want to be? Studies show that
working out one day a week all
year round is better for you than
working three days a week for two
months. In general, you should
get at least 30 minutes of activity
every day. If you don’t have 30
minutes to spare, break your exercise time into 10-minute chunks.

7 Schedule exercise like any
other appointment. If you treat
exercise as a scheduled commitment, you are less likely to skip it.
8 Be as physically active as
you can throughout the day. Park
your car in the furthest spot from
your destination and use the stairs
instead of the elevator.

6 If you haven’t exercised for
five or more years or if you lead a
sedentary life, check with a doctor
before you begin an exercise
program. This is especially wise
advice for those over 40.

9 Make exercise convenient,
i.e.: keep your athletic shoes in
your car or choose a gym that’s
near your home or work.
0 Vary your activities to
prevent boredom from setting in.

despite urban sprawl

RIDE ON
Expert Source: Earl Page, Professor, History/Sociology

BICYCLING IS AN EXCELLENT EXERCISE FOR MANY REASONS. Many people would say that the two most important are: it’s an enjoyable way to burn
calories, and it doesn’t adversely affect weight-bearing joints the way some other exercises often can. Most would agree that OK, yes, it’s a great part of
any exercise program, but outside a health club or my home, WHERE CAN I DO IT SAFELY?
SINCE THE EARLY 1970S, THE GREATER
Lehigh Valley has been one of the three or four epicenters for cycling in the United States. With the
T-Town Velodrome, fairly moderate weather conditions and its varied terrain, the Valley is a very attractive place to ride a bike. Then too, it is far safer
to ride on the roads here than in most other places,
because motorists are used to seeing cyclists,
having us there and treating riders with far more
respect than they are accorded elsewhere.
IN THE WEST END OF THE VALLEY, THE T-TOWN
VELODROME AND THE ADJACENT RODALE
FITNESS PARK ARE A GREAT PLACE TO START
A RIDE. You can ride in the park or on the roads

16
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around it. The roads have minimal traffic and
good surfaces, the hills are forgiving, and local
drivers are very accustomed to cyclists. In the
Bethlehem area, the Community College serves
as a hub for all types of cycling, from racing
to recreational for many of the same reasons.
The areas north of Route 22 around Bath and
Nazareth are scenic and quickly accessible. In
the Easton end of the Valley, there are organized
rides from the Genesis Bike Shop, and a phone
call to the store will get you ride times for any
routes. You can also ride from Fairview Park in
Palmer Township. The bike path there goes for
miles and will soon allow riders to go all the way
to Mt. Bethel Township.

For those who would like to ride somewhere
different and have the time – you can put the bikes
on or in a vehicle, drive to Frenchtown, N.J., and
ride a very flat, very scenic and very safe route
– the bike lane is one lane wide – along the Delaware River – all the way from Frenchtown to Stockton and back. The round trip is about 25 miles.
Most of this has been written for those
people who use standard road bikes or cross
bikes. If you ride off road, there are many trails
available along local canals and in parks, like
Jacobsburg, and on bike paths. Many new
housing developments are putting in their own
bikeways. So all in all – no excuses – get out
there and ride.

Break
Addiction’s
GRIP
reach out, help them, support the ones you love
Expert Source: Frank Stanton, Counseling Professor
GROUP SUPPORT

Participation in a well-run support
group like Alcoholics or Gamblers Anonymous is critical, Stanton believes. “If your
friend, or your husband or your daughter
want to go to meetings every day, let them
go. Don’t question why they’re going that
much. They need to be around people who
have stayed clean. That will be helpful to
them.”
Your friend or loved one will probably
be given a sponsor within the group. “The
sponsor is like a mentor,” Stanton explains.
“That’s a person that someone in treatment
can call no matter what’s going on in his
or her life. Sponsors understand because
they’ve been there.”
If you’re concerned that your friend or
loved one may be slipping, you can encourage him to attend more meetings, you can
confront him or you can call the sponsor.
“Some advice is better coming from the
sponsor than from the significant other,”
Stanton has found. “It may make the person
in treatment less defensive.
“What you don’t want to do is deny it,
thinking it will go away. That’s the worst
thing you can do.”
WHAT A RELIEF! THE FRIEND OR LOVED ONE

you have been so worried about has finally
agreed to seek treatment for an alcohol or
drug problem that has been getting worse
and worse.
You know the person is not out of the
woods yet. What can you do to make sure
that treatment is successful?
Realize that you can’t take responsibility for the person’s recovery, says Frank
Stanton. A member of NCC’s counseling
staff, Stanton is known for telling it like it is:
“We are powerless to make people change,”
he says. “You have to recognize that.”
Still, Stanton says, there are things you
can do to help someone who is in treatment:
FIRST “get as much knowledge as you
can about the disease of addiction and about

that person’s particular drug of choice,”
Stanton advises.“The more you know about
what they may be going through, the more
supportive you can be.”
SECOND “do not in any way, shape,
form or fashion, take a drink [or use drugs
or gamble if that is the issue] in front of that
person,” Stanton cautions. “It doesn’t mean
you can’t partake, but not in their presence.
It’s difficult to stay clean if you are living
with someone who is using.”
Try to get your friend out of situations
“that set him up to fail,” Stanton continues.
“Let’s say he works with a group of guys
who play baseball after work and then go
tailgating. Pick him up right after the game,
so he’s not put in the predicament of explaining why he’s not drinking.”

BIT BY BIT

What if the person you are concerned
about won’t admit he or she has a problem?
In counseling individuals who are in denial,
Stanton has found “If I say to them, ‘You
have to stop drinking, that’s too big a pill to
swallow. I say, ‘Can you stop for a week?’
That seems doable. Then I have them document when they get urges and how they deal
with them. It breaks it down to manageable
bites, and it can be an eye-opener.”
During 30+ years on the NCC staff, Frank
Stanton has been a trusted resource for
many students and members of the community. In addition to being a certified addiction counselor, he also specializes in family
relationships.
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“It’s also important that behaviors are
agreed upon and reinforced by the entire
family. Sit down as a family and draw up
a list of rules the family will follow as it
relates to the dog. Make sure everybody is
on the same page. Dogs are good at following directions as long as the directions are
clear and consistent. Inconsistencies lead
dogs to bad behaviors.
YOU TALK TOO MUCH

Turn your misbehaving DOG into a
well-behaved COMPANION
Expert Source: Dr. Charlie Rinehimer, Associate Professor, Biology
THE UNITED STATES HAS GONE TO THE
DOGS…LITERALLY. The American Pet Prod-

ucts Manufacturers Association estimates
that there are about 65 million dogs in the
U.S., meaning that roughly 39 percent of
American households own a dog. Americans love their dogs. Yet, for as much as we
love our furry friends, we don’t always know
how to correctly train them. Dog obedience
classes have become a cottage industry.
We asked Dr. Charlie Rinehimer, associate professor of biology and a practicing
veterinarian for more than 27 years (who
also owns two well-behaved dogs), to talk
with us about his approach to training. Dr.
Rinehimer became a local celebrity among
dog lovers when he wrote a premier review
for Amazon.com on Cesar Millan’s book,
“Cesar’s Way.” After reading the review,
Melissa Peltier, executive producer of The
Dog Whisperer on the National Geographic
channel, who also cowrites Cesar’s books,
asked Dr. Rinehimer if he would agree to
fact check chapters in an upcoming book,
scheduled for publication in September
2007. That led to a call from People magazine, in which he was scheduled to be
quoted when this magazine went to press.
HOW DO YOU TURN YOUR MISBEHAVING
DOG INTO A WELL-BEHAVED COMPANION? In

Dr. Rinehimer’s own words: “You have to
understand, first and foremost, that the dog
is an animal, not a person. The dog has needs
that are dog needs, not people needs. Too
many owners look at dogs as furry human
18
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beings, and that’s not fair to the dog.”
A DOGGY JUST FOR YOU

Training a well-behaved dog begins
with the selection process. “You should
select a dog by its energy level and not what
it looks like,” according to Dr. Rinehimer.
“People with a low energy level should not
get a Border Collie, whose energy level
is very high. Conversely, a jogger, who’s
looking for a dog with a high energy level,
would not be happy with a Great Dane or
Bullmastiff. My recommendation would
be to get a dog with an energy level just a
little bit below your normal energy level.
Once you have decided on a breed, research
it, and spend as much time with it as you
can. Talk to breeders, go to dog shows, and
borrow it for an afternoon from someone
who has that breed.
“Then find a reputable breeder. Stay
away from puppy mills and pet shops. Don’t
be put off by breeders’ questions. That just
shows that a breeder is interested in where
their dogs are being placed. Try to see both
parents if possible. Parents are a good indication of what the dog will be like.
RAISED UP PROPER-LIKE

“When you bring your puppy home,
start the routine you want to continue for
the rest of the dog’s life. If you allow your
puppy in your bed with you, remember that
when he becomes an 80-pound dog, he’s
still going to expect to be in that bed with
you. Once you start behaviors, they are
very difficult to change.

“My personal philosophy is that people
talk way too much to their dogs. Dogs communicate by posture, energy and smell.
They rarely talk to each other, yet we spend
all of our time talking to our dogs. Our commands to them should be short, clear and
consistently applied. If, for example, you
want your dog not to jump on people, use
the same command every time you correct
the behavior. Don’t say ‘Down!’ one time
and ‘Off!’ the next.”
Dr. Rinehimer believes that most behavioral problems can be traced to owners
not taking charge of their dogs. “Owners
have to set rules and boundaries and not be
afraid to enforce them,” he explains.
How do you enforce them? “Don’t
yell at your dog, don’t hit your dog.
Make yourself as formidable as you can,
walk directly up to the dog and stop him
from doing whatever he’s doing that
you disapprove of. Dogs read and react
to energy far more than they respond
to loud sounds or physical abuse. After
you have corrected the dog and he has
stopped the offending behavior, don’t
spend time telling him how good he was.
Dogs should not get rewarded for behaving in an expected way.”
HEALTHY WALKS, HEALTHY MANNERS

Dr. Rinehimer is also a big advocate
for exercising your dog and indicates that
regularly walking a dog is a good way to
instill desired behaviors. “Dogs need exercise. Walking is a good place for an owner
to establish a leadership role. For a good
part of the walk, the dog should be walking
by you, not pulling you along, and not sniffing the ground. He should know that you
are in control.
“The happiest dogs I’ve seen in my
practice are those that have a job (fetching
the paper, walking the property lines, doing
agility training) and a set of rules to live by.”
Maybe dogs are not so different from
humans after all.
ILLUSTRATION BY DOUG BOEHM

The Kindergarten-ready kid
Expert Source: Bina Patel, Assistant Professor of Early Childhood Education

TIP 1
STUDY & FUN
A QUESTION OF BALANCE

Expert Source: Sharon Hendriksen,
Director of NCC’s Learning Center
Prioritizing and organizing the 168 hours of the
week is one daunting task! .How do we balance
school, job, family and fun? Do schedules really
work? What happens to spontaneity? We asked
NCC’s Learning Center director, Sharon Hendriksen, for her advice.

SCHEDULES WORK. A long-term calendar helps
you keep track of assignments, due dates, and
major life and social events. For example, a semester calendar helps you see that you have to
study for a midterm on the same weekend as the
Penn State game. A weekly planner helps you
prioritize and break down tasks into manageable
chunks, so you can spread your midterm review
over four or five days and still get to the game on
Saturday. Making a daily “to do” list of specific
tasks you need to accomplish helps you get the
work done. A Monday list might include “Make
note cards for chapter 4;” Tuesday, “Review
note cards; make note cards for chapter 5.” You
may give up some spontaneity or the ability to
do things at the last minute. You gain, however,
the freedom and time to accomplish your goals
– and attend the game.

PHOTOS BY PHILIP STEIN

The trend in education now is to make certain children are “kindergarten-ready” before
they’re enrolled. But how do you know they’re ready? Bina Patel, assistant professor of
early childhood education, says children who are ready for kindergarten:
FEEL GOOD ABOUT THEMSELVES. This usually goes together with good discipline
strategies. “Modeling good behavior, giving guidance and feedback helps raise children’s self-esteem,” Patel says. “Communicating with children about feelings and behavior is more important than criticizing them.”
GAIN KNOWLEDGE FROM MISTAKES. Some of the best lessons come from doing
things that don’t work. “Rescuing children or reacting with harsh criticism doesn’t
allow children to learn about the consequences of their actions,” Patel warns.
CAN COMMUNICATE. Kindergarten-ready children have lots of experience in talking
and listening. “Talk to your children,” Patel counsels, “and give them undivided attention when they talk to you.”
CAN WEIGH ALTERNATIVES AND MAKE SOUND CHOICES. If a child is hit by another,
it’s important to choose the best option based on consequences. “A child unable to do
so may react without thinking and use his hands instead of words, the poor choice of
aggression in the face of aggression,” Patel says.
CAN CONCENTRATE AND FOCUS. “Allow children to play for long periods of time,”
Patel advises. “Adults tend to interrupt play, hurry children, or get them to the next
event before they’re ready.” Preschool programs that adhere to a tight schedule may
move children from one activity to another without giving them a chance to work in
depth at anything.

WHAT CAN YOU DO TO PREPARE FOR THAT FIRST DAY OF KINDERGARTEN?

Patel advises visiting your child’s school, and the classroom and teacher assigned to
your child. Read books about going to school. Talk to your child and listen carefully
about feelings and anxieties.
If your child needs support after the first few days of school, consider giving her
something familiar to take along for comfort, Patel says. “Any item that makes your
child feel secure will work.” Make sure the teacher knows about this beforehand.
In spite of everything you’ve done right, Patel explains that your child may still
need comforting in the beginning days of kindergarten. “He may need adults – you and
the teacher – to address his feelings of sadness, fear or anxiety by acknowledging them
rather than trying to distract him.”
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Nature or Nurture
Is emotional intelligence something we are born
with or must it be learned?
Expert Source: Tom Frangicetto, Professor of Psychology
The answer may depend on whose interpretation of EI you consult. Despite popular acceptance,
there is still, according to researchers Daisy Grewal and Peter Salovey, “considerable scientific criticism” of EI, arising “from the fact that popular and scientific definitions of emotional intelligence
differ sharply” and from the fact that “measuring” emotional intelligence has been difficult.
Daniel Goleman believes that emotional intelligence is the result of some indeterminate mix of
nature and nurture. In a chapter entitled “Temperament is Not Destiny,” he cites the work of Jerome
Kagan of Harvard, which essentially asserts that
temperament is to a large extent a product of genetics. At the same time, he asserts that “biology
does not fix our emotional destiny,”noting that
“There are very different emotional habits instilled
by parents, whose attunement means an infant’s
emotional needs are acknowledged and met or
whose discipline includes empathy ….” By providing “the nurturing and guidance that cultivates the
essential emotional skills,” Goleman says, parents
provide their children with the basis for successful
interpersonal relationships.
Goleman has his detractors. Some claim he is
too glib. Others say data does not justify all of the
claims he makes. However, supporters argue that
resentment over the enormous success of Goleman’s book is the real source of his critics’ ire.
This controversy notwithstanding, many students exposed to the concept of emotional intelligence recognize its practical value. This can be seen in the examples they provide of the five main
domains of emotional intelligence identified in Goleman’s book:
KNOWING ONE’S EMOTIONS (SELF-AWARENESS): “I feel I am not quite emotionally intelligent, especially knowing how to control my emotions . . . but I do possess some qualities of EI, for
example, empathy for my fellow man.” (Jeffrey LaBarge, General Studies)
MANAGING EMOTIONS (HANDLING FEELINGS APPROPRIATELY): “I need to work on my
EI...I have to stop finding hateful humor funny because I have to respect the person who is the
‘butt’ of the joke. But I do realize when emotions will cloud my judgment ... and if I do lose control,
I acknowledge it and apologize.” (Anthony Froio, Funeral Services)
MOTIVATING ONESELF (AIMING EMOTIONS TOWARD A GOAL): “I want to be great at handling emotional situations. So I write my thoughts out on paper and if some of them are rude, I can control
myself from saying them. I then feel a weight has been lifted because I have spilled my guts on paper.”
(Trisha Treon, General Studies) // “Anger isn’t always bad, it can be useful for motivation, for example,
to fight against injustice. It’s how you use your anger that matters.” (Nikita Spear, General Studies)
RECOGNIZING EMOTIONS IN OTHERS (EMPATHY): “I have a great sense of humor and I’m easygoing, but I do hold grudges and will lash out at someone if I feel I am being personally attacked ... but I
also understand that people are human and we all will make mistakes.” (Amanda Smith, Education)
HANDLING RELATIONSHIPS (INTERPERSONAL & SOCIAL COMPETENCE): “I feel that
being the child of divorced parents helps me to work on my relationships because I look back on the
mistakes they made and tell myself not to repeat them.” (Kelly Kovaleski, Criminal Justice)

An Intelligent Dialogue about

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

“I CAN’T GO ON LIKE THIS,” LAURA SAYS,

trying hard not to cry. “I just don’t belong
here anymore, so I’m not coming back.”
Laura is one year away from graduating
from law school at Harvard University. She
is talking to her good friend, James. “Did you
blow your finals, or what?” he asks, trying to
grasp the severity of this news.
“No, I’m sure I did fine,” she says, “but
ever since I entered that art show I’ve been
obsessing about the fact that
being an artist was all I ever
wanted to be. I haven’t felt
that fulfilled in years.”
“But you are one of
the best law students on this
campus!”
Laura shook her head,
tears streaming now. “That’s
because I’ve trained myself
to think like a lawyer,” she
managed. “I’m really good
at doing what I’m supposed
to do. But I need to do this.
I need to listen to my inner
voice and show people what
I see and feel through my art.
You’re probably very disappointed in me, but I have to
do what’s best for me.” She
sobbed openly.
IF YOU WERE JAMES, WOULD YOU:

a) tell her it’s her choice and you hope
it works out for her?
b) hug her and tell her it will be all right
and not to worry?
c) tell her you admire her courage and
wish her well?
d) point out that she is very emotional
and suggest the two of you talk before she
makes a final decision?
Consumed with his own priorities,
James hugs her, says he admires her courage,
and wishes her well. But if you chose d, you
are likely aware of an important truth of
human experience James seems oblivious to:
strong emotions often get in the way of clear
thinking.
According to Goleman, the ability to
prevent that from happening – to “keep distress from swamping the ability to think” – is
called emotional intelligence. Goleman, who
brought EI into the spotlight with his 1995
ILLUSTRATION BY DOUG BOEHM

bestseller, “Emotional Intelligence: Why
it can matter more than IQ,” highlighted
other essential qualities that comprise
EI, based on the work of researchers
Peter Salovey, John Mayer and Harold
Gardner.
While Goleman maintains that
“emotions out of control impede the intellect,” he also writes: “the key to sound personal decision-making” is “being attuned
to our feelings.” Is Laura “swamped” by
her feelings and unable to think logically;
or are her emotions rescuing her, showing
her a way out of a situation that will lead
to unhappiness?
The above scenario, from the 1980s
series, The Paper Chase, is a scene I show
my psychology classes. They know Laura is
expressing a need to follow “intrinsic motivation” (inner voice), rather than responding
to “extrinsic motivation,” or as she frames
it: “doing what I’m supposed to do.”
WHAT IF SHE WAS YOURS?

I ask students to imagine that Laura
is their daughter. They have spent over
$70,000 for her tuition.
“If I was Laura’s parent, I would be
disappointed,” writes Ida Vigo, a social
work student at NCC, “but I wouldn’t
show it. I would tell her that I went to
school and realized after three years that
I wanted to be a full-time wife. [Later]
I regretted not finishing because when I
applied for jobs, all I could get was a job
as a waitress.”
Despite her empathy, Vigo, like most
students, would try to persuade Laura to
return to Harvard. “I would even offer to
pay for her to go to art school, but only if
she went back to law school,” she says.
“If she decides later that being an artist is
not for her, she would have a law degree
to fall back on.”
A surprising number of students see
aspects of their journey toward “self-actualization” in this short clip, but most are
quick to recognize how Laura’s emotions
are pushing her into a likely ill-advised
decision.
“I believe Laura … did not consider
the long-term benefits that come with
a law degree,” writes Myrto McNeil,
a general studies student who hopes to
enter NCC’s diagnostic medical sonography program. “Until watching the video, I
never re-visited a period in my life when,
just like Laura, I discovered an interest in

the arts a semester away from graduating
in an applied science program. I stopped
responding to … my need to please others
… and I stopped responding to the …
emotional expectations of my parents.”
McNeil describes how it was necessary for her to find her way back to
her original career interest in health
sciences; having experienced that time
when “my behavior became subject to
my emotions.”
Ashley Erdie, an early childhood
program major, says, “That video hit
close to home. I recently changed my
major. … As [Laura’s] mother, I’d be
very upset at first for all that wasted time
and money; but I’d try to support her decision … it would be easier for a parent to
control their anger if they tried to relate
to where she’s coming from [and think
about] how many people get stuck in a
job they hate.”
EI: FOR REAL

The majority of students offer variations on the same theme: find a way to
convince Laura to finish her third year,
then pursue becoming an artist with the
law degree as her backup plan, perhaps
seeking a job with both interests and skill
sets.
These students reflect the universality of dealing with emotions that makes
the “theory ” of emotional intelligence
a meaningful “real-world” experience.
Many of us have lost our temper, been unreasonably anxious, blown opportunities
because of low or unrealistic confidence,
and so on.
Prisons, mental institutions, bars,
weight loss clinics, counseling and addiction centers, divorce courts and morgues
are filled with people having difficulty
dealing with their emotions, or who are
the victims of others with difficulties.
Goleman links emotional intelligence to realistic optimism, which is
much like hope. Having hope “means one
will not give in to overwhelming anxiety,
a defeatist attitude, or depression in the
face of difficult challenges or setbacks.”
Can the ongoing study of emotional
intelligence “point us in the right direction,” as a country? As a world? Can it
make the most egregious example of low
emotional intelligence – war between
nations – obsolete?
We can hope, can’t we?

Losing the
SPEAKER jitters
Expert Source: Donna Acerra, Associate
Professor, Speech Communications
If the thought of speaking in public gives you the
shivers and frights, Donna Acerra, speech communications faculty at Northampton, has some
tips to ease those jangled nerves.
First, and way out ahead of anything else,
organize! “You can’t whip things together and go
out there and feel calm,” our expert says. “So, if
you want to get past anxiety, know what you’re
going to say.”
Then, once you’ve got your material pulled
together, practice. And then practice and practice
some more. You should do your entire speech at
least six times. “If you focus on your message,
you’re not thinking about your anxiety,” Acerra
says. “It’s the message and your audience. There
should be almost no focus on you.”
Ok, you’re on the floor. Tell yourself to
relax. Move around a bit. Movement relieves
nervous anxiety. Feel a little dry mouth? Have
some water handy and pause for a sip now and
then. And never tell them you’re nervous – we all
know anxiety goes along with public speaking;
as audience members we’ll pass that by if you
have a message for us.
“Put the ‘you’ out of it – ego is the biggest
blocker,” Acerra says. “It may be a psychological
risk, but people are not judging you.”
One more thing. The more you do it, the
more you’ll build confidence. You may even
find yourself loving the applause that’s sure
to come.

DIVORCE hurts children too
advice and coping strategies

Expert Source: Marian Doyle, Associate Professor of Nursing

TIP 2
TRAIN YOUR BRAIN
STOP JUST READING WORDS
The textbook and my teacher are so dry and
boring, my mind constantly wanders. How can
I concentrate?
FOCUSING CONCENTRATION TO FEND OFF
BOREDOM DEMANDS CONSTANT VIGILANCE
AND ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT. Vigilance comes
in the form of self-monitoring or recognizing we
are daydreaming, or just “reading words.” Active
engagement means deliberately using strategies
that make us pay attention and become involved
with the material at hand, such as
■ consciously following the organization
and rationale of the text or lecture
■ taking relevant notes
■ summarizing
■ asking and answering questions such as
“How does this fit in with what I know?” or “How
do I apply this?”
Fortunately, concentration skills can be
learned and get easier with practice. Active engagement means no more reading and listening
passively!
When material is not mesmerizing, remember how studying is related to your goals. I
always like to talk about the fact that we do not
“do” goals. Instead, we take actions, we make
choices, we do activities, we accept the responsibilities that lead us to our goals.

It’s hard enough to be an adult going through the stress and emotional turmoil of a separation or divorce. But is there anything you as a parent can do to help your children get
through this big life change with as little emotional upheaval as possible?
Yes, says Marian Doyle, associate professor of nursing and a former family counselor.
TALK TO THEM. Even young children will sense that something is up when a separation or divorce is looming. Children have fantastic imaginations, which is great when
they’re playing, but can work against them when it comes to divorce. They imagine all
sorts of things.
“Your children may be unable to ask questions because of their limited language
skills, and will concoct their own, often wrong, ideas about what’s going on. Talk to them
truthfully, but in terms they can understand based on their ages,” Doyle recommends.
Discussions can be more elaborate with older children. “Try to pick up on your
children’s cues as to how much they really want to know. Ask ‘What’s going through
your mind? There’s been a lot of tension around here lately – how is that making you
feel?’ Don’t assume they’ll talk things out with their friends – you may be the only person
they can talk to,” says Doyle.
TRY TO KEEP THINGS THE SAME. When children experience a loss, their coping skills
are limited. The cumulative effects of loss – of a parent through divorce, friends, the
school they’ve known – can result in great insecurity. Children need to hold on to any
stability they can. “Keep things as much the same as you are able. Stability is your child’s
security,” Doyle advises.
BE PATIENT BUT FIRM. During a separation or divorce, children may regress due to
the stress in their lives. You may see some acting out – especially in adolescents. Put this
behavior into perspective. They need security.
If problems arise at home or school, Doyle says you should “realize that children
may be testing the limits, making sure there are still rules in this insecure place they’ve
found themselves.” She says it’s important to set limits and not let your children get away
with everything because you feel sorry for them. “Kids need limits to feel secure, and
they need to know there are consequences for their behavior. Setting limits and enforcing
your normal rules lets kids know that you won’t break down during this tough time.”
GET SUPPORT. Unfortunately, parents going through a divorce or separation are
often called upon to be “Super-Mom” or “Super-Dad” – dealing with their own emotional fallout and maintaining a secure environment for their child. “You need someone
to talk to, a formal support group, friend or family member – anyone but your child!”
Doyle says. “They need you to continue to be a parent, not become their best friend or
rely on them to be yours.”
ACKNOWLEDGE THEIR FEELINGS. Let your children know it’s OK to be sad and to
miss the parent who no longer lives with you. Never complain about or criticize your
ex-spouse in front of your child. “The best rule to follow is, if you can’t say anything
nice, don’t say anything at all,” Doyle advises. “One of the best gifts you can give your
children is your respectful relationship with their other parent.”
MOST IMPORTANTLY, says Doyle, let your children know you’ll be there for them no
matter what they’re feeling. “Make sure your child knows that life will go on, the hurt
won’t last forever, and you will get through this tough time together.”

ILLUSTRATIONS BY DOUG BOEHM

The square rooteasing
of math
FEAR
anxiety
Expert Source: Dennis Ebersole, Mathematics Professor

There is new brain research that explains
what happens when you get anxious before
a test. (It need not be a math test.) THERE
ARE SEVERAL THINGS YOU CAN DO TO
REDUCE THE ANXIETY.

1 You can do a relaxation exercise
before the test such as breathing deeply or
imagining a serene scene.
2 You can simulate the test a day or
two before the actual test.
3 You can use self-hypnosis to assist
you in reducing your test anxiety.
NO GENIUS NEEDED – PRACTICE

Some people get frustrated trying to
solve basic equations. Perhaps, trying to

memorize procedures and mixing up the
different approaches. It is better to have a
deeper understanding of what you are doing
when you solve an equation. You can solve
most of the equations you will encounter
by undoing the order of operations. (You
may recall the mnemonic “Please Excuse
My Dear Aunt Sally,” indicating that you
must perform operations inside Parentheses or other grouping symbols first, then
Exponents and radicals, followed by Multiplication and Division in order from left
to right, and finally Addition and Subtraction from left to right.) Sometimes you
will have to find an equivalent equation by

adding the same expression to both sides
of the equation.
There is no such thing as a math gene.
Just like the basketball player who had to
practice many hours over many years to
get good at making the three-point shot or
the violinist who spent thousands of hours
to become a good violinist, it takes effort
to become good at mathematics. The more
math you take, the better you will get and the
more you will want to do it. It is com,mon
for someone who finds a particular subject
or sport, etc., difficult to avoid the subject or
sport. Avoidance leads to even less ability
in the subject or sport as the skills already
in place atrophy.
NOT DADDY’S NUMBERS

In the current information age, mathematics has become more important than
ever, but the mathematics needed is not
your father’s mathematics. A study of the
mathematics needs of jobs showed that high
school algebra 2 is the minimum to get a
quality job with room for advancement.
You need quantitative literacy to be
able to read the paper, decide which insurance to purchase, determine whether global
warming is fact or fiction, decide whether
to take the rebate or reduced interest toward
the purchase of a new car, understand the
exponential growth that occurs during an
epidemic, etc.
We are inundated with more data than
ever via the Internet and other media. We
need data analysis skills to make sense of
this mound of graphs, tables and numbers.
You may not recognize it, but you use
math every day and will need additional
quantitative skills both in your daily life
and in your job.
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The Revolution in Your Library
Expert Source: Olga Conneen, Director of Library Services
NOT SO LONG AGO, you went to your library

to borrow a book or read a magazine or
consult a volume of the encyclopedia.
In the last 25 years, however, sweeping changes have taken libraries far
beyond print resources. Once constrained by the space on their shelves,
today’s libraries transcend physical
boundaries to offer almost limitless
possibilities.

THE PAUL AND HARRIETT MACK LIBRARY
at NCC’s Main Campus and the library at
the Monroe Campus are open to the public
as well as to students, faculty, alumni and
staff. Library borrowing and database
privileges are available free to students,
faculty, alumni and staff and at a $10
annual fee for the public.
Hours for the Paul and Harriett Mack
Library:
Mon - Thurs: 7:45 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Fri: 7:45 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sat: 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Sun: 1:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Hours for the Monroe Campus Library:
Mon - Thurs: 7:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Fri: 7:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Sat: 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Sun: Noon - 4:00 p.m.

THE MOST DRAMATIC CHANGES
ARE THE RESULT OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES, SAYS OLGA CONNEEN, DIRECTOR OF LIBRARY SERVICES AT
NCC. FOR EXAMPLE:
■ Computer databases provide
access to thousands of periodicals.
NCC libraries, for instance, house
400 printed magazines; databases
available for use at the library offer 4,000.
■ Databases purchased by libraries are reviewed
by qualified experts, assuring users of the legitimacy of their information.
■ Power Library makes over 2,000 periodicals
available, online, to all holders of Pennsylvania
public library cards.
■ Electronic, automated catalogues empower
you to locate books, even if all you remember
is a word somewhere in the title. “Suppose,”
Conneen says, “you are washing the dishes and
hear about a fascinating book on the radio. Later,
all you can recall is that ‘Cokesville’ was in the
title. Type in ‘Cokesville,’ and you will find “Now
You See It ..: Stories from Cokesville, PA,” a novel,
based on Bethlehem, by Bathsheba Monk.
■ Books now exist in electronic format. Over

60,000 books have already been formatted for
computer, with more to come.
■ You can reserve books online from your home
computer.
■ Online foundation centers allow small business

owners and members of nonprofit organizations
to research grants for projects. The Paul and
Harriett Mack Library, on NCC’s Main Campus,
is one of a handful of foundation centers across
the state.
■ You can get test proctoring for online certification exams. NCC offers this service.
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Libraries have changed in other ways as
well. Once people borrowed books from
their library, now they can also borrow
videos, DVDs, CDs, books on tape, art
prints, and even children’s toys.
MORE THAN EVER, LIBRARIES ENHANCE
YOUR LIFE THROUGH:
■ Displays for special events. On Election Day
2007, for example, the Paul and Harriett Mack
Library hosted a display of books and guides
relevant to voting.
■ Receptions to greet and meet authors.
■ Summer reading programs to keep children’s

skills sharp.
■ Homework centers, where tutors assist with
assignments.
■ Meeting places for organizations’ programs.
■ Job banks and resume-writing guides.
■ Educational programs for families.
■ And, of course, printed books, magazines and
newspapers continue to offer pleasure and enlightenment.

The options for learning abound, but
how can you make the best use of them, especially the technical resources? Conneen
urges people to ask librarians for help.
“The biggest mistake people can make
is being afraid to bother librarians,” she
says, remembering when even she hesitated
to approach librarians for fear of looking ignorant. “Librarians are there to help everyone become knowledgeable. Libraries are
places to go to gain knowledge.”
Librarians can help you locate all sorts
of information. “Librarians can make your
search for information go more quickly by
pointing you in the right directions. They
can speed up any research project, helping
you find valuable information to make the
struggle easier.”
Most of all, Conneen sees libraries
as places of life enrichment. “I want everybody to use libraries to be enriched and
become better people,” she says.

PUT DOWN YOUR PENCILS
how to pass those tests

Expert Source: Nancy Moreau, Associate Professor, Education

UNDER THE PRESSURE OF A TIMED TEST, students will perform better if they have a set

of strategies in place. Try out these strategies, and you will be a test-taking expert before
you know it.
STRATEGIES TO PREPARE FOR THE TEST

TIP 3
STUDY & FUN
PREPARING FOR TESTS
Test preparation and conquering test anxiety
begin the first day of classes. The best way to
counter last-minute cramming and test anxiety
is to be prepared.
■ attending and participating in
every class
■ scheduling regular study times
at a regular study place
■ completing assignments
■ breaking large projects into

smaller, manageable tasks
■ reviewing notes regularly
■ preparing review sheets and

practice questions
■ communicating with instructors,

study groups and tutors
■ caring for ourselves physically

as well as mentally.
There are reams of good advice on taking tests
and relieving anxiety, including planning time,
relaxing physically, breathing deeply, and reminding yourself you are prepared.

1 Take a pretest to determine what areas you need to study in more depth.
2 Create a study plan based on the results of your pretest. Determine how much
time you can devote to areas that are weak. Stick to your plan.
3 During your study period, take practice tests to familiarize yourself with the
types of questions that are being asked and the answer format.
4 If your test is timed, make sure you time your practice tests so you will know
how much time to spend on each section. Plan to bring a watch to the exam.
5 Get a good night’s sleep before the exam.
6 Eat a good breakfast on the morning of the exam.
7 Bring all supplies necessary to the exam, such as: pencils, erasers, rulers,
compasses, calculators or whatever else you will need on the test day.
STRATEGIES FOR TAKING THE TEST

1 When you get the test, read through it before you start. Pay attention to the
number of questions, the question types and point value for each question. With this
information, decide how you will pace yourself through the test and leave some time to
recheck your answers.
2 Jot down a few notes to yourself you don’t want to forget and outline your
essay response right away.
3 Read the directions. Be aware that some questions are looking for the answer
that is not true, or the answer that represents the most or the least. Some questions have
two or more correct answers, and some questions have no correct answers.
4 Answer all the easy questions first. This may actually jog your memory or help
you to answer other questions. After you have answered a question, cross out its number.
This will save you time when you go back over the exam. Whenever you come to a
question that is going to take a long time to answer for a small number of total points,
mark it and return to it towards the end of the test if you have time.
5 For sections that require reading, look at the questions that follow it first. This
way you will know what is being asked.
6 Answer every question. Try to eliminate the answers that are obviously wrong
and then take an educated guess, if necessary. Many standardized tests such as SAT, the
ACT, or the Praxis Exams have no penalty for wrong answers.
7 Underline the key words in the question. This will help you focus when presented with a difficult question. Sometimes it also helps to rephrase such a question.
8 Check periodically to make sure you are filling in the right bubble of the
answer sheet. Make sure the bubbles are filled in completely and there are no stray
marks on the exam.
9 If you can’t think of the answer to an essay, just start writing generally about
the topic and it may jog your memory. Print or write neatly.
0 Use all of your allotted test time. Reread the questions you were unsure of and
make sure you answered them properly.

ILLUSTRATION BY DOUG BOEHM
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A shopper’s guide:
getting what you want, and deserve.

PIXEL
PICTURE
digital camera buying tips
Expert Source: Dennis Danko, Adjunct Professor, Photography

BUYING A CAMERA, ESPECIALLY TODAY’S
line of digitals, can be tricky. To help you sort
through the megapixels maze, we asked faculty
photography expert, Dennis Danko, for his take on
the right camera to capture your picture-perfect
memories.
Without getting too technical, Danko told us
there are six basic topics to consider when buying
a digital camera:
PRICE: Digital cameras range from under
$100 up to $5,000 or higher. Ask yourself what
it is you want your camera to do, and consider
your budget.
MEGAPIXELS AND CAMERA USE: If you
plan to print enlargements, say 4X6 or 8X10 inch,
consider that the larger the print, the more megapixels you’ll need for quality images. But, the
more megapixels, the higher the camera cost.
If most of your images are viewed on a
monitor or e-mailed, you will need a fraction
of megapixels. Images from camera phones or
single-lens reflex cameras (SLR) use the same
dots per inch (DPI) used on the monitor.
CAMERA TYPE: They vary from subcompact point and shoot to SLR. If you’re replacing
your film camera with a digital, consider the same
criteria. All digital cameras have point and shoot
capabilities; however, some will have features
such as setting the shutter speed, and aperture
control that will make it more complicated. If simplicity and size matter most, look for a subcompact or compact model.
A camera with both an optical viewfinder
and an LCD screen will give you two options of
composing an image; advanced compact and
super-zoom cameras give many options. Consider
the ease of use, size and how the camera feels
in your hand.
SPEED: All digital cameras process each
image taken: inexpensive cameras take more time;
increase price, you increase speed. If you need to
shoot many pictures consecutively in a short time,
then processing time will be important.
Digital SLR cameras offer the most versatility and highest image quality of all filmless
cameras. They also offer the ability to change
lenses, and instantaneously capture real time as
fast as film cameras. All other digital cameras

have a time delay between when the
shutter button is pressed and when
the image is actually taken.
STORAGE: There are various
formats of memory storage cards used
in digital cameras. Be sure your computer, printer or card reader will accept
the specific storage card for the model that
you want to buy.
BATTERY LIFE: Again, the more inexpensive cameras tend to have shorter battery life
than more expensive models. But it may be more

economical to purchase
an extra battery than the cost
of an upgrade.

Soup Please

HOLD THE FLY!

Expert Source: Anthony Agbeh, Associate Professor of Hotel/Restaurant Management
WHETHER YOU DINE OUT SEVERAL TIMES A WEEK OR ONLY ON SPECIAL OCCASIONS, YOU WANT

to have a great experience and get the most for your money. Other than choosing a restaurant
where you know the food is superb, what can you do to ensure that you’ll be pleased?
According to Anthony Agbeh, associate professor of the hotel/restaurant management
program at NCC, you can influence the quality of your experience. “The owner, manager and
waitstaff want you to enjoy yourself. Word of mouth is very important to them. If you have a
great time, you’ll tell other people. If you have a bad experience, you’ll tell even more.”
AGBEH OFFERS THE FOLLOWING SUGGESTIONS:
BE FRIENDLY. Treat everyone in the restaurant with respect and dignity. Smile at the host,

owner or server and make a little small talk. If you notice the restaurant’s nice atmosphere or
the aroma of the food, offer compliments – they’ll be passed on to management.
ASK THE EXPERTS. Your server is an expert on the menu, so don’t be afraid to ask questions or
get recommendations. Servers often have a daily shift meeting with the chef where they taste
that day’s dishes and learn how they’re prepared.
SPEAK UP! Don’t be afraid to ask for something to be cooked in a particular way or to have
an ingredient left out. The manager, chef and server want you to be pleased with your dining
experience. Most servers have been empowered by their managers to correct problems themselves, so let them know when something’s not right.
BECOME A REGULAR. If you find a restaurant you like, go there often enough that the staff gets
to know you. You’re more likely to get preferential treatment if you’re a regular customer.
And be sure to tip well if you’re pleased with the good service – the average for excellence
has risen from 15 percent to around 18 percent.
Anthony Agbeh is associate professor of the hotel/restaurant management program at NCC. He has been
a hotel and restaurant management educator for 20 years and is listed in the 60th Diamond Anniversary Edition of Who’s Who in America and the seventh edition of Who’s Who in American Education.
NCC's hotel/restaurant management major offers state-of-the-art training facilities, classroom study and
hands-on practical application to prepare students for hospitality-related careers.
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Car Maintenance? Hands Off!
Expert Source: Don Bray, Automotive Technology Director

BACK WHEN COMPUTERS WERE THE SIZE OF BUILDINGS AND THEY ONLY POWERED CARS

in sci-fi novels, a lot of otherwise bright folk got a bad case of the dumbs trying to sound
smart about carburetors, and points and plugs, and such.
But today, the ranks of the mechanically clueless have a good excuse to hide their
cluelessness. “The days when people would pick up a bookstore manual to work on their
cars are gone,” says Don Bray, NCC’s director of automotive technology, and our resident
expert on things you should know about your wheels. “In fact,” he says, “I guess there
isn’t too much work I would recommend the consumer do on their car, given the computer
technology that’s in there.”
MECHANICS , Bray says, DON’T EVEN USE THE WORD “TUNEUP” anymore, since vehicles can go 100,000 miles without one. The only thing in a tuneup these days might be an
air filter, or a set of spark plugs – which people probably don’t need for 60,000 to as high
as 100,000 miles. So, be careful at your local garage. Ask for a “tuneup” and “chances are
you’ll pay for a lot of stuff you didn’t get.” If you’re not sure how to talk about what you
want to your mechanic, Bray reminds us that we live in the information age. Before heading
off to the garage, do a quick Google search of your problem and show them you know your
nuts and bolts.
Bray also likes to make sure people know how conditioned to maintenance we are in
our country. “WE ARE THE ONLY COUNTRY THAT ADVOCATES A 3,000-MILE OIL CHANGE,”
he says. “Europe doesn’t. Neither do most other countries where cars are popular. Unless
you’re driving in adverse conditions, you can probably go back and forth across the United
States, with good oil, twice – 12,000, maybe even 15,000 miles.” He is quick to add,
however, that you should be careful you don’t void a warranty by not following manufacturers’ instructions. But even at that, most warranties list at least 6,000 or 7,000 miles on
oil changes.
Tinkering with your street rod is fine, if you’ve got the tools and the love of a tinkerer.
But HOME MAINTENANCE GIVES BRAY SERIOUS PAUSE , and he draws a pretty thick line
around it. “I’m concerned with any operation that requires a car to be jacked up,” he says,
firmly. “Too many people get killed because they don’t understand jacking and blocking
the car.” He doesn’t even like the idea of changing tires at the side of a road, because of the
danger of being hit, or the car slipping off the jack. “Cell phones,” he says, “are wonderful
things. Call for service.”
THE FUTURE LOOKS LIKE EVEN LESS MAINTENANCE for us only-the-driver types.
Eventually, manufacturers will seal the hoods of cars and only dealerships will be able to
open them. “There won’t be a reason to open the hood,” Bray says. “And breaking the seal
might mean voiding the warranty.” All of which will make training techs, like NCC automotive students, a more critical issue for the dealers.

Y

HIGH-TEST, HIGHLY UNNECESSARY
In the winter, a lot of people pump high-test gasoline into their tanks because they think it will help
them in the cold weather (the higher the octane, the more powerful, stronger, better, etc. – so goes
the reasoning). But that is exactly the wrong thing to do!
Gasoline has additives that boost the octane rating; the more additive, the higher the octane:
87, 89, 93. What the additive does is keep the fuel from burning before its time (that is, before the
spark plug ignites the gasoline).
Simply put, 87 octane burns easier than 89, and 89 easier than 93. So, when you think about
it, why use a fuel that resists the burning process, and costs more money – use the 87; it will even
start easier in cold weather.
Other than high-performance cars, there are few cars that need the higher octane gas; even
hummers, and large motor homes only need a regular blend. Let the buyer beware, pumping high-test
is pumping profits into the pockets of the refineries.
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FOR YOUR
VIEWING
PLEASURE
NAVIGATING THE SEA OF
OPTIONS AND FORMATS.

Expert Source: Damian Righi,
Media Services Manager
If you’re in the market for a new television, there
hasn’t been a better time, says NCC Media Services Director Damian Righi. “We’re very close to
seeing a lot of viewable content available in high
definition, and prices are dropping,” Righi said.
Larger retailers such as Wal-Mart and Best Buy
are competitively slashing prices, further stretching the value of your dollar.
Expect to spend between $400-$800 for
a 32"-36" unit, according to Righi. The 42" displays will cost around $1,000-$1,500. Those with
the best resolution (1080p) will be priced at the
higher range, and as you go up in brightness and
features, expect to pay $2,500 and up.
Ultra-thin LCD and plasma monitors are
the rage right now. For the video connoisseur, a
high-definition CRT monitor gives the best picture
quality. “These CRT monitors are expensive,
however, and they take up a lot of space (having
the depth of a conventional TV), and they’re
heavy,” Righi said. The benefits of these large CRT
– cathode ray tube – displays are that they can be
viewed from just about any angle without losing
color, and they have an excellent contrast ratio
(meaning the definition from bright to dark).
“Even the lowest-end plasma or LCD displays look good right now, so don’t be afraid to
bring your favorite DVD to the store and take a
look at a less expensive monitor. And if you can
control the lighting and viewing angles in your
room, you’ll be able to use a lower-priced display
with excellent results,” Righi said.
The first thing you will notice with newer
TVs is the aspect ratio – the screen is rectangular just like a movie screen. This means that
conventional material will have to be viewed
either “boxed” on the sides, or stretched to fit the
screen horizontally.
SO, HERE’S WHAT TO LOOK FOR,
ACCORDING TO RIGHI:

1 A GOOD PRICE – panel prices have dropped.
2 1080P RESOLUTION. This is the highestquality standard of video, and prices for this standard have dropped significantly. However, you will
find many deals on 1080i or 720p units that will
be more cost.

The Guard at the Portal
staying secure online
Expert Source: Tom Briggs, Network Manager
NCC NETWORK MANAGER TOM BRIGGS

spends a good chunk of his day worrying
about Internet security. After all, at any
point, day or night, chances are the College’s network is being attacked. One slip
could prove devastating, especially since
we’ve come to rely on technology so much
in our day-to-day lives.
With technology comes convenience,
but convenience is often at the price of
security. It’s worth it to do a little work to
prevent problems, rather than dig out from
a destroyed computer, or worse yet, identity
theft. Even the small-scale user (yes – you!)
is in no way immune.
FOR THOSE OF US WHO DON’T KNOW
A ROUTER FROM A SPAMMER, BRIGGS
SHARES HIS TOP TIPS FOR KEEPING SAFE IN
THE INFORMATION AGE:
1 STAY UP TO DATE WITH YOUR APPLICATIONS AND OPERATING SYSTEMS.

Windows users are most vulnerable to attack
because most viruses target PC users. But
MAC users are not immune.Visit windowsupdate.microsoft.com frequently to make
sure that fixes for known security flaws are
on your machine. Also, check for updated
versions of Internet Explorer and other Internet browsers.
2 DOWNLOAD ANTI-SPYWARE AND
ANTI-VIRUS SOFTWARE AND KEEP IT
CURRENT. And make sure your PC’s firewall

is turned on. A little work now could save you
a big headache later. But remember that antivirus software is reactionary: a virus must be
known to exist and a fix in place for the antivirus software to work. You still must include
secure practices in your day-to-day habits.
3 CHOOSE YOUR PASSWORDS WISELY.
Put simply, easy passwords are easy to
crack. Briggs recommends thinking of a
phrase, then using the first letter of each
word in the phrase. Also, include symbols
or numbers, or put the whole password in
parenthesis, to make it even more ironclad.
4 CHANGE PASSWORDS FREQUENTLY.
If spyware or other viruses are installed on
your machine, they can be hiding for months
before activated, tracking every key you type.
If your password changes before activation,
you have an extra layer of security.
ILLUSTRATION BY DOUG BOEHM

5 DON’T SAVE PASSWORDS TO IMPORTANT SITES IF YOUR COMPUTER OFFERS
TO SAVE THEM. If your computer gets stolen,

anyone has easy access to your secure information.
6 NEVER CHECK E-MAIL OR VISIT
SECURED SITES FROM A PUBLIC COMPUTER.

Internet kiosks and library machines can
have keylogging software to obtain passwords. Feel free to use these machines, but
only visit news and other general sites that
do not require personal information.
7 CREATE AN INTERNET PROFILE.
Did your family members create separate
profiles on your computer so you could
each customize your desktop? If so, you
probably know how to create user profiles.
Briggs suggests using the same process to
create an additional profile to use for Internet surfing. When controlling user profile
permission settings, set the new profile
to only have “user” permissions. It’s the
equivalent of a read-only document: the

person logged in will not be able to install
software or alter the computer in any way.
Same goes for any virus that tries to run
files on the computer. It’s very easy to
switch between profiles, so it’s a good
thing to implement, even if you don’t currently have different profiles set up.
8 DON’T OPEN E-MAILS OR ATTACHMENTS UNLESS YOU ARE EXPECTING THEM.

If the file has a virus, you could activate it.
9 ONLY GO TO WEB SITES YOU TRUST.
Today, there are many individuals who
offer Internet security consulting and
network setup services. If you’re not
technically savvy, it might be worth it to
give someone a call. He or she can offer
customized advice that applies to your
particular situation. Briggs advises that
you should look for a consultant with
Certified Information Systems Security
Professional (CISSP®) certification. This
means the consultant was heavily trained
in best practices.
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PINKIES
UP
how to pick the right bottle
Expert Source: Elaine Schadler, Center for Adult Learning Program Manager
You’ve been invited for dinner and the host asks you to bring the wine. Groan! Sweat beads on your
forehead. The store is crowded with confusing selections; the shelves close in around you. What is
Beaujolais Nouveau, anyway? You grab a bottle, blindly, fearful, knowing its label will brand
you an amateur. There has got to be a better way!
Relax. “Enjoy wine, and don’t be intimidated,” says Elaine Schadler, program manager
of the center for adult learning; and a former board member of the National Board of American Wine Society. She also reminds us of the need for experience with wine, and suggests
starting with the classics. “Keep a record,” Schadler suggests. “Whenever you have wine,
write down what you think it tastes and smells like. See what you like.”

the classics

RED WINES
Red wines contain a lot of tannin and grape extract – heavy duty fare. Pair a red with
foods of equal intensity: meats, strong cheeses; with the exception of Pinot Noir,
light enough for salmon, turkey, or duck.
WHITE WINES
Think white wine/light fare: paired well with chicken, fish, and cream dishes.
ROSÉS
Dry rosés are summer wines, paired with picnics or barbeques. In warm months
look for dry rosés from France; and White Zinfandel’s sweetness compliments
grilled foods.

Elaine Schadler’s picks for
reds and whites

reds
Merlot – Washington state and California
offer reasonably-priced ($12-$20 per bottle)
examples.
Pinot Noir – The best are the red burgundies of France, but they are costly. Opt for
Pinot Noirs from Oregon and California.
Cabernet Sauvignon – California’s
cabs are hard to beat, but expensive.
Try Australia, Argentina, and Chile for
lower prices.
Syrah or Shiraz – The new kid on
the block, most winemakers want in
on the action, but go for Australia
for flavor and good prices.

whites
SPARKLING WINES
Sparkling wines make good gifts. French champagnes are expensive because
their preparation is labor intensive, but you can find inexpensive sparkling wines,
such as Asti Spumante, Italian Prosecco, and Spanish Cava.
WHERE TO BUY: Two specialty state stores in the Lehigh
Valley (Northampton Crossing near Easton; and Cedar Crest
Boulevard in Allentown) offer better selections of wines
than the average liquor store. Try a “Chairman’s Selection”,
wines recommended by the chairman of the Pennsylvania
Liquor Control Board.
The Lehigh Valley is also home to nine vineyards:
Amoré Vineyards in Bath, Big Creek Vineyard in Kresgeville,
Franklin Hill Vineyards in Bangor, Galen Glen Vineyard & Winery in
Andreas, Blue Mountain Vineyards in New Tripoli, Cherry Valley Vineyards in Saylorsburg, Clover Hill Vineyards and Winery in Andreas, Pinnacle Ridge Winery in Kutztown, and Vynecrest Wynery in Breinigsville.
Don’t panic. Like many other things in life, it comes down to a
matter of your own personal taste. So enjoy, and cheers!
LEARN MORE: Elaine Schadler judges wines at competitions, and also
teaches wine appreciation at NCC, at classes ranging from beginner to connoisseur. For more information on wine courses,
call 610 861-4175.
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Chardonnay – A world favorite
and many styles: fruit flavors of
Eastern U.S. wineries; buttery, oaky
types of California; lively styles
of Australia; or France’s elegant,
refined white burgundies.

Sauvignon Blanc – Many styles
from many regions: a crisp, slightly
herbal wine; wine lovers agree New
Zealand’s the best.
Riesling – A noble white grape
producing top wines, from dry to
sweet; very food friendly (even with
spicy foods). The best? Germany,
Alsace, Washington State, Finger
Lakes of New York – and some
Lehigh Valley wineries.
Pinot Grigio or Gris – more
food-friendly wines; some greats
from Oregon and Italy’s northern
regions.

power

point
Everyone has a story.

From the celebrities I’ve profiled, to the exploited factory
workers I featured in one of my first television segments.
Telling those stories in a way that will rivet viewers –
that's MY goal.
I want to put the pieces of a story together, to make an
enlightened – and powerful point.
I'm on a journey to make a difference in people’s lives,
just as Northampton made a difference in mine.

Roger Ross Williams
Executive Producer, Al Roker Productions
Graduate,
Northampton Community College,
Liberal Arts
Production Credits:
“NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw”
“The Barbara Walters Specials”
Michael Moore’s “TV Nation”
Award-winning documentaries
ABC News
CNN
PBS

northampton.edu • 610.861.5500

Where Are You Going?

A tipster’s guide to career success.

OPENING SHOP &

STAYING
OPEN
how to start a business
Expert Source: Jeff Focht, Dean, Business and Technology
IN THE LIFE OF ANY BUSINESS, THERE ARE
two times you can practically guarantee people
will flock to your store: when you open, and
when you close.
They’ll come for the grand opening to check
you out for opening day sales and giveaways;
and they’ll come for those liquidating, clear-thefloor bargains. But what you do between those
happy and bleak times, respectively, is what determines how far apart those days will be.
Our expert on business start-ups, Jeff
Focht, dean of business and technology, and
top dog of NCC’s entrepreneurship program, has
some advice that will help you open shop and,
hopefully, keep it that way.
Focht will tell you it’s about passion. “It’s
a real soulful thing,” he says. “Business owners

have everything on the line. It’s their dream, and
dreams run deep. You need a good idea to sell,
but you better be loving that idea.”
SMART ENTREPRENEURS know that just
hammering wings onto your dream and jumping
off the cliff is a sure-fire way to crash and burn.
Before you hit the clouds, you need to plan your
work. “Bad homework can make you part of the
90 percent who fail within the first five years,”
Focht says. “You need research: your finances,
where the initial money comes from, your target
market, your viability in it. It’s not just blood,
sweat and tears. You’ve got to consider all the
nuts and bolts. Planning is a major component
of any startup.”
And, Focht stresses, MAKE SURE TWO
PEOPLE HAVE GOT YOUR BACK: a good ac-

countant and a good lawyer. Figure them into
your plan right up front. The last thing you want
is IRS or legal problems.
ONCE YOU’VE GOT CUSTOMERS seeking
out your good thing, it’s a constant process of
learning and adapting to keep them seeking. “So
many people sit on their laurels and think they
have it figured out,” Focht cautions. “But the
minute you think that, the universe throws you a
curve ball. You need to give constant attention to
working on the business. You need to work in it,
but never forget to work on it, too.”
Do all that and there are still no guarantees. But you will have a shot at attracting new
customers, and keeping your current customers
coming back. And that will give you the big shot,
at continued success.

KNOW THYSELF
finding a career you’ll love

Expert Source: Dr. Virginia Gonzalez, Professor of Counseling
Whether you’re embarking on
your career path or considering a change a few miles down
the road, finding work you love
can be a challenge. Dr. Virginia
Gonzalez, professor of counseling, has been helping people
discover their paths for over 33
years. She offers the following suggestions for choosing a
career that’s just right for you.
TAKE INVENTORY. Figuring out
what makes you tick is job
number one in finding a career
you love. Think about yourself,
your interests and the abilities
you enjoy using.
Which subjects interest
you? What tasks do you like?
Sometimes an outside
perspective can help. “What do
people tell you you’re good at?
Don’t dismiss what comes easily
to you or assume everyone can

do it,” advises Gonzalez. What
you’re already good at may lead
you to a just-right career.
When taking your personal inventory, don’t forget your
values. What’s most important
to you? “If you really value
time at home, you may not want
to be on a career path that will
require 80 hours a week spent
at the office,” Gonzalez says.
DECIDE WHAT YOU’RE WILLING
TO TRADE OFF. “There are no

perfect jobs. For instance, you
may take a job that doesn’t
have much potential for advancement, but lots of opportunity to be creative. Another job
might offer camaraderie, but
not much chance of taking the
lead and being in the spotlight.
Think about what truly makes
you happy in the workplace,”
Gonzalez counsels.

You should also think
about other things you want
in life. How much education
and time will it take to live in
the kind of house and drive the
kind of car you want?
MAKE

SHORT-TERM

GOALS.

Long-term career goals are
made up of short-term objectives and positions. And while
jobs early in your career probably won’t be the ones you want
to ultimately end up in, they are
important stepping stones to
your dream job.
“An opportunity may
come along that will get you
where you want to go, but is
not the perfect job. You have
to pay your dues to get to your
eventual goal,” Gonzalez says.
That may mean working a job
that you don’t love for a while.
“You build the knowledge

you’ll need for your eventual
job, and learn a lot about yourself in the process.”
CONTINUALLY ASSESS YOURSELF. Self-appraisal is an im-

portant step to your ideal career.
And while healthy self-esteem
is good, being realistic about
your strengths and weaknesses
is essential. “You don’t want to
under- or over-value yourself,”
warns Gonzalez. “Step back
— appraise, rethink. You may
need to upgrade your skills or
patch holes in your education.
Don’t just stay in your niche
– you may be passed by for opportunities.”
Whatever path you choose,
Gonzalez advises that you get
to know yourself. “Remember
that you are your own portfolio
– a unique mix of talent, experience and education.”
WINTER 2007 ● NCC
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WATCH YOUR MOUTH!
dealing with gender differences and
co-worker communication

Expert Source: Dr. Melissa Seyler, Associate Professor, Communications
DO WOMEN AND MEN HAVE DIFFERENT WAYS OF INTERPRETING WHAT THEY HEAR?

A WELL-FOLDED
NAPKIN
So you’ve got an important business lunch, and
your mind is on overdrive: How can you make it
through the meal without getting spaghetti on
your tie? Should you order an entrée or multiple
courses? What in the world are all those forks for?
Robert Wilkin to the rescue. Wilken, who
serves as general manager of food services at the
college, has worked in the hospitality field for 31
years, and has participated in etiquette events at
Kutztown University, Muhlenberg College, Lehigh
University, NCC and the Wood corporate office. He
shares his top tips to help you dine in style:
■ BE YOURSELF. Practice good etiquette at
home or with friends before trying to “eat right” in
a business setting.
■ KNOW WHICH TABLEWARE TO USE
WITH EACH COURSE. Tableware is used from the
outside in. The forks would be used left to right;
knife/teaspoons from right to left. You may also
run across tableware above the place setting. This
is generally used for either an appetizer, sorbet or
dessert course. Watch your host as to when the
various utensils are used.
■ DON’T ORDER ALCOHOL if your lunch
includes a job interview.
■ IF ORDERING OFF OF A MENU, take
your host’s lead as to style of meal and price.
■ BE WARY OF DIFFICULT-TO-EAT
FOODS (spaghetti, bone-in chicken, tacos, etc.).
■ KEEP YOUR ELBOWS OFF THE TABLE
and sit up straight (as mom says).
Bon Appetit!
Turn to page 42 to submit your dirty napkins, blips,
blunders and down right embarrassing and/or
awkward business etiquette moments.

Absolutely. There are two dimensions to messages between people: the content
of the message (the words and meaning of those words) and the relationship dimension. The relationship dimension deals with the meaning of the message in regard to
the relationship of the people communicating. For example, if a manager says to an
employee, “You need to see me after the meeting,” the manger is conveying that the
employee should physically see him/her after the meeting (content). They are also
conveying that there is a superior-inferior relationship. Men tend to focus more on
the content rather than the relationship dimension of a message. Women focus on the
relationship aspect more.
HOW CAN THESE DIFFERENCES AFFECT WORKPLACE SITUATIONS?

In the workplace, there can be misunderstandings between employer and employees as well as coworkers because men and women do interpret what they hear differently; though sometimes misunderstandings occur regardless of gender. Some other
issues involve degrees of politeness found in the speech of women and men; studies
show that women’s speech tends to be more polite than men’s, an obvious source of
potential trouble.
WHAT ARE THE PITFALLS OF BEING MISUNDERSTOOD DUE TO GENDER DIFFERENCES?

Productivity can go down if men and women don’t acknowledge that they communicate differently, or someone might feel that their ideas are not heard or their
creativity is stifled.
HOW MUCH ROOM IS THERE FOR JOKING ABOUT GENDER DIFFERENCES IN THE WORKPLACE? HOW DOES ONE MAINTAIN THE RIGHT BALANCE BETWEEN AN OVERLY CAUTIOUS
APPROACH AND OFFENSIVE SPEECH?

There is a difference between joking about differences between men and women in
the workplace and being condescending based on gender. The latter is unacceptable in
the workplace. Just as heterosexism and racism are unacceptable in the workplace, so is
sexism. I think that most joking in the workplace with regard to gender differences will
likely offend someone.
ARE THERE WAYS A GOOD MANAGER CAN HARNESS DIFFERENT COMMUNICATION
APPROACHES BETWEEN MALES AND FEMALES?

I think a good manager considers how to best convey messages to employees regardless of gender. If a conflict arises based on a misunderstanding in communication,
then it would be important to consider how gender may have played a role. As I said
earlier, men’s and women’s perception may be different based on the message.
WHAT ABOUT NONVERBAL? HOW ARE MEETINGS, FOR EXAMPLE, AFFECTED?

Studies have shown that women tend to sit closer together than men. This could
be an issue if men feel crowded by everyone sitting too close. There should always
be plenty of space in a meeting room. In our culture, we already have a higher personal distance so most of the time this isn’t an issue. It has also been found that both
men and women, when speaking, look at men more than women. This could affect a
meeting in that women might not feel that they are being acknowledged as much as
men. Eye contact in our culture is very high to begin with, so I don’t really see this as
being a big problem.
WHAT ABOUT THE WHOLE AREA OF DIFFERENCES IN NEGOTIATING AND CONFLICT
(ARGUMENTS)?

Everyone deals with conflict differently. Gender is not as much of a factor as socialization in general. There have been studies done in this area, and the findings indicated that men are more likely to withdraw from conflict.

ILLUSTRATION BY DOUG BOEHM

CULTURAL

DIALOGUES

many workers, one working world
Expert Source: Tim Molchany, Instructor, Communications/Theatre

Q: WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO KNOW HOW TO
COMMUNICATE IN THE WORKPLACE ACROSS
DIFFERENT CULTURES?
A: There is more collaborative, international work
than ever before. There is a very good chance that
you will be working with people from other cultures.
Different cultures tend to do things in different ways, especially in the workplace. For example,
there are variations in how meetings are started
and conducted and how decisions are made. Errors
can make you vulnerable; they can affect your
business viability, in terms of dollars and cents.
Q: WHAT ARE SOME WAYS THAT MEETINGS
DIFFER FROM ONE CULTURE TO ANOTHER?
A: People in western cultures tend to focus on
individual opinions, to want to draw attention to
themselves and stand out. In Asian cultures, this
is not the way work is done; the emphasis is on
group harmony. Viewpoints are customarily expressed after the meeting, in personal asides.
Also, in the U.S. a call to order is made and
people go to the first thing on an agenda. They get
right down to business. In Sweden, by contrast,
there will be five or six minutes of small talk first.
Then people will ease into business topics.
There are also variations in the way meeting
times are approached. In France or Spain, if a
meeting is called for 9 o’clock, you can expect it to
start at 9:10 or even 9:30. I can give you an example
here at NCC. If I have a class scheduled for 9 and I
am not there at 9, everyone will be gone at 9:10. In
Spain, students will wait until 9:45 or 9:50.
Q: WHAT ABOUT DECISION-MAKING?
A: In Western cultures, there is a value placed on
making decisions quickly. People feel that if a mistake
is made, it can be corrected later. In other cultures, there
is an inclination to slow down and look before acting,
to avoid making a mistake. At Mack Trucks, we used to
say that Americans pick up a gun and say “ready, aim,
fire.” In France, they say “aim, aim, aim.”

Q: ARE THERE CULTURAL DIFFERENCES
AFFECTING NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION?
A: Yes. Non-verbal communication carries symbolism that varies across cultures. Some non-verbal
forms that have positive connotations in our culture
have negative connotations in others. For example,
in eastern cultures, eye contact is to be avoided;
it signals a bid for power. By contrast, in American culture, eye contact is considered desirable.
Another example is the way men greet each other.
In America, two men shake hands when they meet.
In France, they hug. It is very important to be aware
of all these cultural differences. One non-verbal
cue that carries across cultures is the smile. It is a
reflection of positive feeling that is universal.
Q: HOW CAN WE CREATE BETTER
COMMUNICATION IN A MULTICULTURAL
WORK ENVIRONMENT?
A: Do your homework. Do your research, and keep
an open mind. A bit of knowledge about other people’s cultures can go a long way. It doesn’t guarantee
success, but it lays the foundation to be successful.
Q: WHERE CAN WE LEARN ABOUT OTHER
CULTURES’ VALUES?
A: We have a wonderful tool that we didn’t have
20 years ago: the Internet. You can go to ExecutivePlanet.com and click on the flags of different
countries, and learn about the social customs and
business etiquette of different places.
Q: WHAT CAN BE DONE TO BRIDGE
LANGUAGE BARRIERS?
A: Try to find someone who is fluent in the [nonEnglish] language of the meeting and include that
person on your team. If you can’t do this, learn
some common expressions.
Q: WHAT OTHER TIPS DO YOU HAVE?
A: If you are the only American in a meeting, keep
your eyes and ears open before you speak. Observe

how things are done, who holds the power, who
makes the decisions.
It is also important to compromise, to understand even though there are differences in culture,
you can find common ground. I worked for Mack
Trucks when it was owned by a French company,
Renault. Then it was bought by a Swedish company,
Volvo. French, American and Swedish colleagues
had to get used to each others’ values, beliefs, and
moral codes and then strike a balance.
Q: HOW CAN YOU ESTABLISH COMMONALITY
AMONG PEOPLE OF OTHER CULTURES?
A: Create opportunities to get to know people
outside of work situations. Share your interests,
news about your family, your favorite sports.
Chances are the person you are talking to has
much in common with you. For example, a Swedish
father taking his son to a soccer game has the
same approach as an American father taking his
son to a baseball game.
Another way is to have team-building activities. For instance, you can have a game made up
of teams including people from different countries.
Q: HOW CAN WE INCREASE EMPATHY
ACROSS CULTURES?
A: Realize that people have the same basic concerns, no matter what culture they are from. They
want to do right by their families and their companies, they are proud of their heritages.
Always keep an open mind. Not doing so
leads to prejudice, bias and hate. The beauty of our
world is that there are so many unique cultures
and that we can make it all work.
Tim Molchany is a specialist in speech,
intercultural and organizational communications. He has a master’s degree in organizational communication from the State University
of New York at Albany. He served as a human
resources administrator and project manager
at Mack Trucks, Inc. u
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aLUmNi nOTes
Accounting
1996 Heather Yarnell is
a payroll clerk at the Easton
Area School District. She
and her husband, Frank, live
in Easton.

Advertising Design
1990 Steven Johnson of
York is a design specialist for
Pearson Print Services in
Columbia.

LOG ON
TO NCC’S ALUMNI HOME PAGE
www.northampton.edu/alumni

STAY UP TO DATE
Register for AlumniNet
or e-mail alumni@
northampton.edu to
receive NCConnect, our
award-winning alumni
e-newsletter.

Each issue is filled with
campus updates, alumni
stories, upcoming events and
the “Answer Sheet,” filling
you in on everything you
always wanted to know
about NCC and weren’t
afraid to ask.

gies in Ocala, Fla. Mark and
his wife, Shaneen, also live
in Ocala.

Business
Administration
1970 Joseph Boligitz
of Bethlehem is a human
resource systems administrator at Lehigh University in
Bethlehem. He received a
bachelor’s degree from
Moravian College.

Architecture
2006 Nathan Scott Nace

and Sara Ashlie Shiroff ’03 (general studies)
were married on May 27th at
the Skytop Lodge in Skytop,
Pa. Nathan is employed with
W2A Design Group in Allentown. He is continuing his education at Drexel University,
working toward a bachelor’s
degree in architecture. Sara is
pursuing a master’s degree in
education at DeSales University. She received a bachelor’s
degree in sociology at Moravian College and is currently
employed by the Saucon Valley School District. They live
in Bethlehem.

1990 Kimberly
Karpinski is an administrative manager at Cape in
Allentown. She and her husband, Joseph, live in Saylorsburg and have one child,
Karissa.
2005 Sherrie Nemeth of
Bethlehem is employed in
the accounting department at
Weldship Corporation.

Connie Deemer of Easton is
a manager for Sarbanes-Oxley
Compliance at PPL in Allentown. She received a bachelor’s
degree in accounting from
Moravian College in 1995.

Architectural
Technology

Business
Management

1991 Mark Kohler
received a bachelor’s degree
in engineering from Penn
State University in 1994. He
is a resource operations
manager at Vicus Technolo-

1996 Gwen Russell is a
business teacher at Bangor
Area High School. She also
teaches computer courses
at LCCC. Gwen and her
husband, Kyle, live in

Northampton and have two
children, Jared and Alyssa.

Chemical
Dependency
2005 Jennifer Cross
of Allentown is a service
coordinator for the County
of Northampton.

Communication
Design
2004 Brian Mack, Jr.
of Nazareth is a computer
operator at the Quakertown
National Bank.

Computer Aided
Design
1996 Stephen Eustis of
Easton is a design drafter at
Draper DBS in Perkasie.
2003 David B.

Williamson, Jr. and
Christine A. Young were married on June 10th at Holy Family Catholic Church in Nazareth.
David is employed with Finnelli
Engineering & Consulting.
They live in Nazareth.

Computer
Information
Science
1988 Constance
Vandever of Easton is the
assistant vice president at
Chubb & Son Group of
Insurance Companies. She
has one child, Jeffrey.
continued on page 39
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Dental Hygiene
Reunion Luncheon
Friday, March 23, 2007
Main Campus
“An Evening with Dolley
Madison” – Annual
White House Dinner
Friday, April 20, 2007
Hampton Winds
Restaurant, Main
Campus 6 p.m.- 9:30 p.m.
Architecture Reunion
Wednesday, April 25, 2007
Architecture Community
Studio, Off Campus
5:30 p.m. – 7 p.m.
Radio/TV
Videofest Banquet
Friday, May 4, 2007
Alumni Hall, Main
Campus 6 p.m. – 10 p.m.

Dental Hygeine Class of
‘74 Luncheon
Saturday, May 5, 2007
Morgan Hill Country
Club, Off Campus

Alumni Soccer Game
Saturday, August 25
Soccer Field,
Main Campus 2 p.m.

Funeral Service
Reunion Picnic
Sunday, May 6, 2007
Springfest, Main Campus
12:30 p.m.

Phi Theta Kappa
Reunion/Networking
Mixer
Tuesday, September 18
Alumni Hall, Main
Campus 6 p.m.

Presidential
Ambassador Reunion
Tuesday, August 7
Alumni Hall, Main
Campus 6 p.m.

Class of 1967-69
Reunion Luncheon
Wednesday, September 19
Alumni Hall, Main
Campus 11:30 a.m.

Alumni Baseball Game
Saturday, August 25
Baseball Field, Main
Campus 1 p.m.

Early Childhood
Education Reunion
Luncheon
Saturday, September 29
Reibman Hall, Main
Campus 11:30 a.m.

Hispanic Alumni
Mixer *
September 2007
Alumni Awards Mixer
Wednesday, October 17
Alumni Hall, Main
Campus 5:30 p.m.
Community
Fabric Awards
Saturday, October 27
Spartan Center, Main
Campus 6 p.m.
Office Administration/
Secretarial Science
Reunion Luncheon
Saturday, November 3
David A. Reed
Community Room
11:30 a.m.

Alumni
Basketball Games*
Sunday, November 4
Spartan Center
Alumni Art Show
Opening Reception
Thursday, November 8
Communications Hall,
Main Campus 5 p.m.

Athletic Hall of Fame
Induction Ceremony *
Thursday, November 29
Spartan Center, Main
Campus
* Time/Date to follow

START YOUR REUNION TODAY
The Alumni Association has a full schedule planned for this year’s celebration of the College’s
40th Anniversary. Check your mailbox for invitations and updates. In addition to the above
events, you can start your reunion today by visiting AlumniNet, NCC’s online alumni community.
Go to www.northampton.edu/alumni and click on “AlumniNet” to search for classmates and
other NCC grads! For more information on these events, contact the Alumni Office at alumni@
northampton.edu or 610.861.5088.

www.northampton.edu/alumni

DoNor prOFiLe

An Honest Man’s Generosity

doing business the

BANKO WAY
Solid roots in the community
FRANK BANKO ORIGINALLY

planned to be a lawyer, even
though he practically grew
up in the beverage business

By Michael Nagel

founded by his father in 1924 on
East Fourth Street in Bethlehem.
From their original location on
the Southside, the company

Frank Banko at the unveiling ceremony for his
student lounge dedication.
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bottled and distributed soft
drinks. With the repeal of Prohibition in 1933, his father soon
moved into beer distribution,
and was granted the first beer
license in Northampton County.
Frank worked for the company
even as he attended Lehigh
University.
“I was doing everything
from warehouse and sales
work to driving a delivery
truck,” he recalls. “It was supposed to be temporary.” But
with the death of his father,
Frank Sr., in 1937, Banko’s
future changed, and he stepped
in to oversee the family business along with his brother
Louis. By 1939, the Banko
Beverage Company started
what has turned out to be a
long and successful run. And,
Banko still graduated from
Lehigh – he is a proud member
of the class of 1941.
As the company grew,
change was inevitable. They
moved from their original
location in Bethlehem to
Allentown in 1964. Over
the years, they opened new
wholesale distributorships in
Reading and Doylestown, and
in multiple locations throughout New Jersey. Success on
other fronts followed, and
Banko is or has been involved
in a variety of other businesses, including real estate,

fleet leasing and insurance. He
is also known for his quiet
encouragement of other fledgling entrepreneurs and his
commitment to patronizing
local businesses.
To say that fate smiled on
Banko Beverage is probably
accurate, but it is far from the
whole story. The steady growth
that followed might best be
traced to the motto: “Bank
on Banko.” Far from being
simply a catchy slogan, it is
a business plan, or as Banko
puts it, “Bank on Banko means
what it says.” In other words,
deal with Frank Banko, and
you can expect honesty and
results, pure and simple. At the
dedication of the Frank Banko
Student Lounge in the Fowler
Family Southside Center in
late 2006, Mike Caruso, one of
Banko’s many friends present
that day, put it best when he recalled that “dealing with Frank
Banko requires no lawyers,
no contracts – a simple handshake is all it takes from a man
whose word is his bond.”
Banko is as well known
for his philanthropy as he
is for his tendency to shun
the limelight. A founder of
Muhlenberg Hospital, he is
currently a director of the
Lehigh Valley/Muhlenberg
Hospital, the original hospital’s
successor. He also helped

PHOTO BY HUB WILLSON

continued from page 36

Criminal Justice

found Musikfest and is involved in the Boys and Girls
Club of Bethlehem, and in a
host of other civic and community activities.
Through his good friend
Elmer Gates, Banko heard
about Northampton Community College’s plans for
the former Da Vinci Center
building, located in the heart
of the former Bethlehem
Steel Company complex
and just blocks from the first
home of Banko Beverage
on Eighth Avenue. “Being
from the Southside, I was
delighted when I heard
about Northampton’s plan
for the old building,” says
Banko. With the dedication of the Frank Banko
Student Lounge, Mr. B, as
he is affectionately known to
many, “was able to help the
students, the College and especially the community.”
Never one to sit still,
Banko is a director of
Embassy Bank, one of the
Lehigh Valley’s newest banks.
He lives on a fully functioning 200-acre farm just south
of the Lehigh Valley, where
he raises beef cattle and all of
the requisite fodder. Banko
believes in the benefits of
hard work, and he believes
just as strongly in helping
others. “I was born on the
southside of Bethlehem and
went to all of the Bethlehem
public schools, and then to
Lehigh University,” he says,
adding modestly, “I just have
a great loyalty to the city of
Bethlehem. I like to do whatever I can.” Work hard, help
others and shun the limelight
– the secrets to success and an
apt description of Mr. B. u

2005 Marcia Stewart
of Easton is a paralegal at
Dwight L. Danser, Esquire in
Easton.

Culinary Arts
1998 Jennifer (Jones)
George of Easton is a stayat-home mom.
1995 Angelo Villani
of Bethlehem has recently
opened a restaurant with his
mother Bianca called Bianca’s Pizza in Bethlehem.

Data Processing
1974 Karen Brady is a
manager of administrative
systems at NCC. Karen and
her husband, Timothy, live in
Bethlehem. Karen has a
daughter, Jessica. She received
a bachelor’s degree from
Moravian College in 1974.
1980 Brian Beegle of
Endwell, N.Y. is a software
engineer at the IBM Corporation in Endicott, N.Y. He received a BT from the Rochester
Institute of Technology and a
master’s degree from the State
University of New York.
1984 Christine Meza of
Glendale, Ariz. is a LAN/
Telecom Manager at Chubb
in Phoenix, Ariz.

director at Lehigh Valley
Child Care. She and her husband, Jay, live in Bethlehem
and have two children, Elizabeth and Gregory.
1990 Nicole (Preletz)
GrifFin and her husband,
Matt GrifFin ’95 (emergency services), are proud to
announce the birth of their
son, Cole, in October 2005.
They also have a daughter,
Madison. Nicole is a child
health and development coordinator for NORWESCAP
Early Head Start in Phillipsburg, N.J. Matt was recently
hired by the City of Bethlehem as a firefighter. They live
in Bethlehem.

CHEF-INRESIDENCE

2004 Heather Adams and
Todd Gladwell were married
on June 18, 2005 in St. John’s
Gernants Church. Heather
has a stepson, Michael. They
live in Fredericksburg.

Education
1970 Rosemarie
Semonche retired from elementary education in 2002. She
spends her time attending dinner shows, going to the beach,
reading and traveling. Rosemarie and her husband, Richard,
live in Wilmington, Del.
1994 Elaine V. Scott of
Richmond, Va. is an applicacontinued on page 41

Dental Hygiene
2004 Heather Louise
Mosier and Joel Allen
Smith were married on July
29th at Cherry Valley United
Methodist Church. Heather is
employed as a dental hygienist
with Pocono Dental Associates in East Stroudsburg. The
couple lives in Snydersville.

MARCH 26 & 27

CHEF DAVID CUNNINGHAM
FROM OLD ORIGINAL
BOOKBINDER’S, PHILADELPHIA
HERE AT NCC.

March 26, 6pm
Cooking Demo
Lipkin Theatre,
Kopecek Hall
$ 10. 00 per ticket
March 27, 6pm
Dinner at the Hampton
Winds Restaurant
$ 100. 00 per ticket to
benefit the Hotel
Restaurant
& Culinary
Sponsored
by the NCC
Arts Endowment
Fund
Alumni Association

Early Childhood
1980 Susan Larson is a

For tickets, call
610 . 861. 5519
WINTER 2007 ● NCC 39
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Alumni Award Recipients

alumni
CONGRATS

1

2

3

4

5

6

NCC Honored Six at Alumni Awards Mixer

Eileen Taff, R.N. ’88

Anthony Marraccini ’92

Assistant District Attorney Patricia Broscius ’84

Each fall, the Northampton Alumni Association honors six distinguished alumni and community
members at its “Recipes for Success” Alumni Awards Mixer. Here is a taste of the 2006 Recipes
for Success Award recipients. For their full profiles, visit www.northampton.edu/alumni/award
Distinguished Service to
NCC Award

Distinguished Service to the
Community Award

Professional
Achievement Award

1 Eileen Taff, R.N. ’88 is the patient
care manager at St. Luke’s Hospital, where she
directs the progressive telemetry unit, specializing in cardiothoracic and medical cardiology
patients. Taff is also a clinical research site coordinator at St. Luke’s.
Eileen was the founding president of the
Nursing Alumni Association and was active on
the alumni board for many years. She also represented the non-traditional student in newspaper
and TV advertisements for the College. Her most
recognized contribution to nursing alumni was
the creation of the basket bingo fund-raiser,
which was extremely successful in raising funds
to support nursing clinical achievement and
leadership.

2 Anthony Marraccini ’92 is the business manager of Connexions Gallery in Easton
and president of Esoterik, Inc., a graphic design
firm he co-founded. He is vice president of the
Easton Riverside Festival and the president of the
Arts Community of Easton (ACE). He volunteers
with the Heritage Day Committee, helped initiate
Easton’s Main Street Program and was the chair
of PRIDE, which is now the Easton Business
Association (EBA). Anthony also initiated and is
the chair of Easton’s First Weekend Event and in
2006, received the Community Arts Award from
the Two Rivers Area Chamber of Commerce.

3 Assistant District Attorney Patricia
Broscius ’84 is the chief prosecutor in the Child
Abuse/Sexual Assault Unit. Early in her career,
Patricia completed sign language courses at NCC
to help her communicate with the victims she
represents. She is a member of the Northampton County Bar Association, the Pennsylvania
District Attorneys Association and the Attorney
General Advocate for Operation Safe Surf. Patricia also served on the board of directors of
NCC’s Alumni Association from 1997-1999. She
is a graduate of the Widener University School of
Law and was admitted to the Pennsylvania Bar
in 1990. As a lifetime resident of Northampton
County and mother of three, Patricia is actively
involved with her children’s school and extracurricular activities.
continued on page 42
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tion processor at Suntrust
Bank in Richmond.
2003 Felipe Claudio of
New Centre, Mass. is currently
in the final stages of completing his master’s degree in history. He has accepted a
position at Notre Dame Education Center, located in South
Boston, Mass., in development
administration.

Emergency Services
2000 Jenny Beers of
Palmerton is a 911 telecommunicator at the Northampton County 911 Operations in
Nazareth.

Fire Technology
1986 John Bast of Easton
is the Fire Chief for the
Easton Fire Department.

of continuing education
activities and events for the
Certified Funeral Service
Practitioner (CFSP) designation awarded by the Academy of Professional Funeral
Service Practice, Inc. This
achievement signifies a
commitment to raise and
improve the professional
standards of funeral service
practice and to pursue lifelong learning. Scott is employed at Connell Funeral
Home, Inc. in Bethlehem.

1986 Wanda N. McLain
and William Francis Follmer
were married on August 5th
at the Delaware Presbyterian
Church in Delaware, N.J.
Wanda is a homemaker and
has two children, Brandi and
Julie Colter. The couple lives
in East Stroudsburg.
1991 Troy Hartman and
Dr. Melissa Urban of New
Ringgold are happy to announce their marriage on
April 1, 2006 in St. Peter’s
Union Church in Tamaqua.
Troy recently accepted a
position at the Hartman
Funeral Home, Inc. in New
Ringgold as owner/supervisor/funeral director. He and
his sister celebrated the
grand opening of their own
funeral home.
1992 Scott Raab of Bethlehem has successfully completed 180 required hours

2003 Santa BannonShillea of Bethlehem is the
owner/lead designer of Verdi
Interior Design.

Library Assistant
2003 Sandy Dedmon
of McClure is a youth services coordinator at the
Mifflin County Library in
Lewistown.

WHITE
HOUSE DINNER

Massage Therapy
2000 Lisa Ann

(Mengoni) Kistler and

General Education
1986 Shelly Christman
of Kempton is a project engineer at The Whiting Turner
Contracting Company. She
received bachelor’s degrees
from Kutztown University
and Lafayette College.

General Studies
Funeral Service

Kitchen/Bath Design

2005 Matthew Benko of
Bethlehem is attending Moravian College and expects to
graduate in May 2007. He is an
intern at the Banana Factory/
Arts Quest in Bethlehem.

Individualized
Transfer
2005 Rebecca Paff of
Nazareth is a part-time student at Kutztown University
and is employed part-time at
Nazareth Music.

Interior Design
2002 Amanda Santini of
Highland Park, N.J. is a CAD
designer at Arcadis in Edison,
N.J.

Journalism
2004 Kristine Porter
has recently landed a full-time
position at the Eastern Pennsylvania Business Journal in
Bethlehem. She, her husband
and three sons live in Tatamy.

her husband, Steve, are happy
to announce the birth of Kori
Elisabeth on November 5,
2006. They live in Palmerton
and have one other child,
Isabella.

Practical Nursing
1998 William Buciarski
of Casselberry, Fla. is a surgical oncology nurse at the MD
Anderson Cancer Center in
Orlando, Fla. He has also
received an associate’s degree
in radiography from NCC in
1993.

Radio/TV
1989 Richard M.
Patricia of Phillipsburg,
N.J. recently completed a
master’s degree in education with an emphasis in
classroom technology from
Wilkes University, achieving a 4.0 GPA. He is a high
school television, radio and
digital media teacher at Warren County Technical High
School in Washington, N.J.
for the past 11 years. At
NCC, Richard was a member
of Phi Theta Kappa. After
leaving NCC, he worked for
CNBC, RCN, various radio
stations, and D-Vision Video.
He was named one of the
top wedding/event videogracontinued on page 43
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APRIL 20
Hampton Winds
Restaurant, 6 pm.
$ 75. 00

per ticket.

Enjoy an “Evening
with Dolley Madison,”
filled with great food,
a silent auction, and
Ms. Madison, in
period dress.
For reservations call
610 . 861. 5088

Proceeds benefit the NCC
Alumni Association Scholarship
Fund and Programming

ALumNi prOFiLe

Recipients Continued

ETIQUETTE

SHARE YOUR STORY

Dr. Janice Florey ’74

SERVE US YOUR BEST
“etiquette error,” “mealtime mistake” or “dining
don’t” for us to share with
current students during
our Business Etiquette
Luncheon series being
held in April 2007.

Alice Dornish

President’s Award

Educator’s Award

4Dr. Janice Florey ’74 is the principal of Jacobsen High School in Minden, Nevada. Over a long and
prominent career in academic administration, Florey
has also been a teacher of the gifted and talented,
a consultant to the Nevada Department of Education, and the author of numerous articles on gifted
children and on rural schools.
Janice is the founding president of the Nevada
Association for the Gifted and Talented and served
in this role from 1991-93. She is the current
facilitator for the Douglas County School District
and previously served as the chair of the Curriculum Advisory Council.

5 Alice Dornish received her bachelor’s and
master’s degrees from the College of New Jersey.
For 31 years, she taught in office administration
at NCC, where she developed the legal secretarial
and paralegal programs. She is on the board of the
Northampton Country Club and, with her husband,
Dr. J. Robert Dornish, is a collector of original illustrations for children’s books.

Honorary Alumnus
6Tom Tenges, a graduate of Moravian College,
is the executive director of the Lehigh Valley
Association of Independent Colleges. He has held
numerous leadership positions, including Delaware
Valley College’s executive director for institutional
advancement, and vice president of the WoodringRoberts Corporation.
Tom served as a member of NCC’s Foundation board of directors from 1990-2006, and is a
believer in the mission of Northampton. During his
tenure on the Board, he was chair of the Annual
fund and board recruitment and development
committees and co-chaired the faculty and staff
side of the Foundation’s capital campaign. In
addition to his service, Tom established the Harry
B. Tenges Scholarship Endowment at Northampton
in honor of his father. u

E-mail your story to
alumni@northampton.edu
Submit by March 31, and
you will be entered into a
drawing for a gift
certificate to Hampton
Winds Restaurant.

Tom Tenges

www.northampton.edu/alumni

For their full profiles, visit www.northampton.edu/alumni/award
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continued from page 41

phers in the U.S. and received
numerous awards, including
several 1st place awards.

While at NCC, Tracy was
involved in student activities,
the Commuter newspaper and
WNCC radio.

1991 Brian Unangst of
Bath was recently honored
with two Emmy nominations
by the National Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences.
He has worked for more than
15 years as a sportscaster for
Blue Ridge Communications
in the Poconos.

1998 Nicholas Karpow of
Walnutport is a motorcycle
mechanic at the Harley Davidson Motor Company.

1994 Marc Fisher of Canyon Country, Calif. is an editor
who worked on a 2005 Oscar
winning film Superman Returns
and continues to work on features for Steven Soderbergh, Eli
Roth, George Folsey, Jr., Richard Donner and others. He has
two children, Annabelle Roe
and Alexander Stone.

Radiography

2006 Timothy Korn of New
York City is a freelance audio
engineer currently working in
New York City.

1999 Christa Fleck
of Bangor is employed at St.
Luke’s Hospital in Bethlehem.
2004 Jesse Tate of Easton
is an operating room radiologic
technologist at St. Luke’s Hospital in Bethlehem.

Registered Nursing
1995 Tracy Berger of
Bath received a bachelor’s
degree from East Stroudsburg
University. She is the owner
of Tracy’s Cottage in Bath.

1980 Susan J. Appel, Ph.
D., APRN, BC, CCRN was
promoted to associate professor at the University of Alabama Birmingham, where she

teaches in the acute care nurse
practitioner program. Dr. Appel
was also honored this past fall
by the alumni of UNC-Chapel
Hill School of Nursing as the
Graduate of the Last Decade
(GOLD). She received the
GOLD award for her research
and nursing theory focused on
cardiovascular health disparities among minority women in
the rural South.

works in the emergency
department and also does nursing
education. Karen is very proud
to be serving her country.
1992 Brent Zimmer is an
electrician at the Tobyhanna
Army Depot. He received an
associate’s degree in safety,
health and environment in
2001. Brent and his wife, Virginia, live in Kunkletown.

1980 Karen Steinke, RN,
MN is a lieutenant in the U.S.
Navy and has been deployed
overseas for at least a year in
support of Operation Enduring
Freedom. She is stationed in
Yokosuka, Japan where she

1993 Sally Siegfried is
a registered nurse/house supervisor at Fishermens Hospital in Marathon, Fla. She and
her husband, Robert, live in
Marathon and have one child,
Benjamin.
2002 Courtney (Hittinger) Nagy and her husband, Jonathan, are happy to
announce the birth of their
son, Jarrett Dominick, who
was born on July 19, weighing
7 lbs., 8 oz. Courtney is employed at St. Luke’s Hospital
in Bethlehem in the mother
baby unit. She and her hus-

in MemORiam

band live in Bethlehem. They
also have a daughter, Ashleigh.

Trustees Honor
Legacy of a True Friend

2003 Karol Yundt, BSN,
RN of Bethlehem received a
bachelor’s degree in nursing
from Temple University in 2006.
She is employed at Lehigh Valley Muhlenberg Hospital as a
nursing supervisor. Karol is a
clinical instructor for the LPN
and ADN programs at NCC.

David Reed, long-time member and former chairman of the board of trustees, passed away in the
spring of 2006. But Mr. Reed, in his 31 years of service as a trustee, gave Northampton so much of his time and
his energy, and so much of his love, that a part of who he was will always be a part of who we are.
To mark the love and gratitude Northampton Community College
holds for Mr. Reed, and to honor his commitment and dedication, our
board of trustees concluded their final meeting of the year, in December 2006, by dedicating the room formerly known as College Center
220, just off Laub Lounge, in his memory.
The entrance to the room had been decorated as a gift package
with a big bow, the shade of Northampton’s blue. And when the wrappings fell away, more blue, in large letters, announced the new name
as the David A. Reed Community Room.
Mr. Reed’s family was in attendance at the ceremony, and, after
a quick study of the room’s name, Mrs. Reed told the crowd that two
words came to mind: pride and excitement. “Pride was something
David felt for this College to the depth of his being,”
Mrs. Reed said, adding, “We as a family are very proud of the
honor you have given David.” And of the second word, she noted that
“Next to his family, there was nothing that David was more excited
about than this College. I hope this was something that David communicated and willed to you, and I hope you share it and carry it forward
forever.”
Pride and excitement. David Reed gave us all good reason to feel
both of those emotions for our school, in the depth of our own being. For that, and more, as NCC’s president, Dr.
Scott, reminded everyone, “the College will forever be indebted to him.”

Christine Marie Landis
was a 1984 nursing graduate of
the College. She also graduated
from Slippery Rock University.
Christine had volunteered for
surgical missions in Vietnam and
Thailand. She also worked at
Muhlenberg Hospital and Lehigh
Valley Hospital and, most recently, at the Fairground Surgical
Center. Christine was the wife of
Dr. Dale Weisman.
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Denise Lynn Alexander
Male was director of the
College’s annual Martin Luther
King celebrations, and one of
the driving forces behind those
productions. Born in Greenville,
Pa., Denise was known to friends
and colleagues as a “dancing
diva,” whose talents shaped a
successful career as, among
much else, a dance educator at
Theater Workshop in New Jersey,
the owner of a dance studio:
Dance Sensations, and performer
with various other arts programs.
Denise also gave generously of
her time, serving with a number
of community organizations,
including, as noted, NCC’s own
stage presentations.

Janice Novak Young
was a 1981 NCC nursing graduate. She was the wife of Bruce
Young, the couple having celebrated their 42nd anniversary
last June. A registered nurse,
Janice worked for Pocono
Medical Center for 20 years
before her retirement. In her
memory, the family has established the Janice Novak Young
Scholarship Fund for Nursing
with the College Foundation. u

Secretarial Science
Administration
1980 Michelle Ann Kosalko
and James D. Balkam were married on July 8th at St. Nicholas
Catholic Church in Walnutport.
Michelle is employed at Daytimer’s Inc. They live in Laurys
Station.

Special Education:
Paraeducation Training
2006 Carrie Bess Frailey
and Shawn William VanWhy
were married on July 1st at the
East Stroudsburg United Methodist Church. Carrie is employed
at Caesars Pocono Palace in
Marshalls Creek. The couple
lives in East Stroudsburg.

Sport Management
1997 Michelle Kucheruck
of Bath is an assistant business
manager at Citadel Broadcasting Company, WCTO-FM Cat
Country 96.1 and WLEV
100.7, where she manages accounts receivable and payable,
payroll, and human resources
functions. Michelle is a Yankees fan, enjoys gardening and
spending time with her loved
ones. She lives with her longtime boyfriend, Steve, and
their 5-year old German Shepherd, Tiki.
1999 Heather Kreiger of
Catasauqua is a regional sales
manager at AERC Recycling
Solutions in Allentown. u
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Wonderful Memories - Powerful Dreams

CALLING ALL NCC ALUMNI ARTISTS (Fall 2007)
In celebration of the College’s 40th Anniversary, Northampton Community College will present
AlumniArt@NCC, a juried all-media exhibition of fine art and design. All alumni who have taken art
classes at the College are eligible to apply.
PLEASE SUBMIT: YOUR RESUME: including address, phone, e-mail, education, exhibitions, experience,
artist statement, and a SASE for return of any submitted materials. YOUR PORTFOLIO: Up to 20 images
with title/date/size/media indicated, via slides, CD, DVD – no original artwork please. MAIL TO:
Northampton Community College, 3835 Green Pond Road, Bethlehem, PA 18020, Attention: Professor
Bruce Wall. DEADLINE: April 15, 2007 (Notifications will be sent via e-mail by June 1, 2007). FOR
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: contact Tom Shilleas at tshillea@northampton.edu or call: 610.861.5062.

www.northampton.edu/alumni
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